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ABSTRACT    
This work focuses on the existence of multiple resistance states in a type of emerging 
non-volatile resistive memory device known commonly as Programmable Metallization 
Cell (PMC) or Conductive Bridge Random Access Memory (CBRAM), which can be 
important for applications such as multi-bit memory as well as non-volatile logic and 
neuromorphic computing. First, experimental data from small signal, quasi-static and 
pulsed mode electrical characterization of such devices are presented which clearly 
demonstrate the inherent multi-level resistance programmability property in CBRAM 
devices. A physics based analytical CBRAM compact model is then presented which 
simulates the ion-transport dynamics and filamentary growth mechanism that causes 
resistance change in such devices. Simulation results from the model are fitted to 
experimental dynamic resistance switching characteristics. The model designed using 
Verilog-a language is computation-efficient and can be integrated with industry standard 
circuit simulation tools for design and analysis of hybrid circuits involving both CMOS 
and CBRAM devices. Three main circuit applications for CBRAM devices are explored in 
this work. Firstly, the susceptibility of CBRAM memory arrays to single event induced 
upsets is analyzed via compact model simulation and experimental heavy ion testing data 
that show possibility of both high resistance to low resistance and low resistance to high 
resistance transitions due to ion strikes. Next, a non-volatile sense amplifier based flip-flop 
architecture is proposed which can help make leakage power consumption negligible by 
allowing complete shutdown of power supply while retaining its output data in CBRAM 
devices. Reliability and energy consumption of the flip-flop circuit for different CBRAM 
low resistance levels and supply voltage values are analyzed and compared to CMOS 
   ii 
designs. Possible extension of this architecture for threshold logic function computation 
using the CBRAM devices as re-configurable resistive weights is also discussed. Lastly, 
Spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP) based gradual resistance change behavior in 
CBRAM device fabricated in back-end-of-line on a CMOS die containing integrate and 
fire CMOS neuron circuits is demonstrated for the first time which indicates the feasibility 
of using CBRAM devices as electronic synapses in spiking neural network hardware 
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CHAPTER 1 
CONDUCTIVE BRIDGE RESISTIVE MEMORY TECHNOLOGY 
1.1 Overview of Emerging Non-Volatile Memory Devices 
Information storage has become increasingly important in today’s microelectronics 
industry. Demand for greater data storage capabilities while limiting power consumption 
drives the consumer electronics market. Moreover, leakage power consumption has 
become the dominant component of power consumption with shrinking device sizes and a 
critical design consideration for embedded battery-driven electronic applications. Today, 
the various dominant memory technologies offer different advantages and disadvantages. 
The Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) offers high speed memory access and is used 
typically as small on-chip cache memories due to larger area. Dynamic Random Access 
Memory (DRAM) on the other hand is more suitable for high density main memory due to 
more compact area and high endurance but is prone to leakage and requires periodic data 
refresh, thus increasing power consumption. Unlike the volatile SRAM and DRAM 
technologies, Flash is a non-volatile memory (NVM) technology and has shown promise 
for scaling down to the 22 nm node. However, disadvantages of flash memory include low 
endurance, high programming power consumption and relatively slow program speed 
compared to SRAM and DRAM. Modern computers accommodate the trade-offs 
associated with different types of memory through hierarchical memory storage. However, 
the need for a new memory technology that can to bridge the gap between NVM and RAM 
technologies by providing low power operation with virtually zero leakage, non-volatile 
data storage and scalability for high density memory that can be easily integrated with 
standard CMOS processes has become more and more pressing.  
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This need for alternative non-volatile memory technologies has led to increased research 
focus on emerging memory devices which can combine the best features of the existing 
memory types and offer scalability through three dimensional vertical integration beyond 
the lateral scaling limits of traditional memory technologies. 
The various types of emerging memory can be divided into the following major groups- 
1) Ferroelectric memories: They are based on the property of reversible electrical 
polarization under the influence of a sufficiently strong electric field in ferroelectric 
materials such as SrBi2Ta2O9 (SBT) and Pb (Zrx , Ti1−x )O3 (PZT) [1], [2]. The 
polarization is bi-stable in nature with respect to the electric field.  This bi-stability in the 
polarization forms the basis of Ferroelectric random access memory (FRAM) technology. 
Although FRAM memory offers low-power and high speed operation and good endurance, 
it has suffered setbacks due to scalability issues and difficulties in integration with standard 
processes. 
2) Magneto-Resistive memories: Magneto Resistive random access memory (MRAM) 
technology consists of two layers of ferromagnetic material are separated by a thin 
insulating layer. While one layer has fixed magnetization (known as the ‘fixed’ layer), the 
other layer (called the ‘free’ layer) is able to change its magnetization in response to 
external electric field [3]. When current flows through the device, the free layer changes 
its magnetization, which leads to a measurable change in the electrical resistance. There 
are two ways to program the cell. In traditional MRAM technology, known as field-writing 
MRAM, magnetic field is induced in the MRAM cell by passing current through a pair 
lines that run parallel to the cell. In the more recent version of MRAM cell, known as spin-
transfer torque MRAM (STT-MRAM) [4], a spin-polarized current (i.e., current with 
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electrons of one spin type more than the other) is generated by passing current through the 
fixed layer which then passes through the free layer, changing its electron spin orientation 
to be either in the same direction as that of the fixed layer (parallel or low resistance 
configuration) or in the opposite direction to that of the fixed layer (antiparallel or high 
resistance configuration). This spin-torque based mechanism helps to reduce the write 
currents required to program the cell, compared to the traditional field writing MRAM 
variants. While MRAMs offer high speed, high density and non-volatility, high power 
consumption remains an issue. The relatively small difference between high resistance and 
low resistance states is also a concern as voltage level scales down.  
3) Phase Change Memory: Phase change memory (PCM) devices typically consist of 
chalcogenide materials such as the commonly used alloy of Germanium, Antimony and 
Tellurium (Ge2Sb2Te5) known as GST [5]. Reversible resistance change in such devices 
occurs due to the reversible transition of the chalcogenide material between amorphous 
(high resistance) and crystalline (low resistance) phases due to Joule heating under 
electrical bias [6], [7]. PCM memories are unipolar devices i.e. the voltage bias polarity 
remains the same during write or erase operations, only the bias magnitude and the duration 
may be different. PCM memory is among the more mature emerging memory technologies 
at present, having demonstrated scaling potential beyond 16 nm node [8]. High 
programming energy and write latency as well as resistance and threshold voltage drift 
over time have been observed in such devices. 
4) Resistance Switching Memory: While technically PCM and MRAM are also 
resistance switching memories, the term resistance switching memory (ReRAM) has come 
to be used more commonly for devices that undergo bipolar resistance switching due to ion 
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drift under electric field. Two main categories of ReRAM devices can be considered 
devices that undergo resistance change due to drift of anions (specifically oxygen 
vacancies) in certain transition metal oxides (e.g. TaOx, TiO2, HfOx) [9] – [11] and devices 
that undergo resistance change due to drift of metal cations in chalcogenide glasses (eg. 
GexSey, GexSy) or other solid electrolytes [12]-[14]. Both these types of ReRAM devices 
consist of an oxide layer or a solid electrolyte layer sandwiched between two metal layers 
called the anode and the cathode. The first category is often referred to as RRAM or Ox-
RRAM while the second category is known as either Electrochemical Metallization  
memory (ECM), programmable metallization cell (PMC) or commercially as conductive 
bridge random access memory (CBRAM) [15]. Both these types of devices demonstrate 
certain common characteristics such as bipolar resistance switching (unlike PCM), 
filamentary nature of resistance change and presence of multiple intermediate resistive 
states between the high resistance state (HRS) and low resistance state (LRS).  
In RRAM, under applied electric bias, a soft breakdown of the dielectric oxide material 
may occur, generating and propagating oxygen vacancies through a hopping mechanism 
to form a conductive filament (CF), leading to resistance change. In another mechanism, 
the oxygen vacancies migrate to the cathode, and reduce the metal valency by trapping 
electrons. This creates a ‘virtual cathode’ which moves towards the anode. Thus a 
conductive region and non-conductive region are created within the oxide layer and this 
enables gradual resistance change to occur. The TiO2 based HP ‘memristor’ is an example 
of such valence change induced resistance switching devices.  
In CBRAM devices, the resistance change occurs due to transport of metal cations 
instead of anions from anode to cathode due to electrochemical redox reactions under 
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sufficient electrical bias, ultimately leading to electrodeposition of metal near the cathode 
which then grows back towards the anode, thus creating a metallic conductive filament. 
Resistance switches from HRS to LRS once the filament bridges the anode and cathode. 
Since CBRAM devices are the main focus of this work, a more detailed discussion about 
their operation principle will be provided in this and subsequent chapters. Throughout this 
work, the term CBRAM will be used most frequently, but the terms PMC or ECM may 
also be used as alternative acronyms to refer to the same device technology [16]-[18]. 
1.2 Conductive Bridge Resistive Memory: Theory   
Structurally, CBRAM devices consist of a metal–electrolyte–metal or metal-insulator-
metal (MEM/MIM) vertical stack. The two metal layers act as electrodes, one consisting 
of an electrochemically active metal (referred to as anode) and the other consisting of an 
inert metal electrode (referred to as cathode). As mentioned earlier, the CBRAM cell 
achieves resistive switching through the formation and dissolution of nano-sized metallic 
conductive filaments between the anode and cathode within the solid-state electrolyte 
material. Filament growth and dissolution occurs due to electrochemical reduction-
oxidation (redox) reactions and the electric field assisted transport of metal ions. 
Several different combinations of materials have been explored as part of research into 
improving the desirable performance-related properties such as endurance, retention and 
switching power consumption. Typically Silver (Ag) or Copper (Cu) have been chosen for 
the electro-chemically active metal layer while inert metals such as Tungsten (W), Nickel 
(Ni) or Platinum (Pt) have been used for cathode layer. A large variety of insulating 
materials can be utilized as the electrolyte layer [19]-[21]. Since the electrolyte layer can 
be fabricated to be ultra-thin (in the order of tens of nm), ions from the anode can be 
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transported quickly due to the large electric fields produced across the thin electrolyte layer 
even with voltages between 1V and 2 V. Thus even insulators such as Silicon Dioxide 
(SiO2) have been used for CBRAM devices. Germanium-based chalcogenide glass 
materials (GexSy and GexSey of different stoichiometric ratios) have been the most widely 
used as the electrolyte layer. Results [19] comparing the two chalcogenides seem to 
indicate that CBRAM devices using GexSy are more thermally stable and less susceptible 
to electrical degradation during annealing than devices with GexSey, when Ag is used as 
the anode.  
Since the underlying resistive switching mechanism and electrical behavior remains 
more or less the same across the different types of CBRAM technology, the research 
presented in this work can be expected to be applicable for the CBRAM based memory 
technology in general. The specific structure of devices examined in this study consist of 
an Ag-doped chalcogenide glass electrolyte layer (either Ge30Se70 or GeS2) sandwiched 
between an anode formed with an active metal (Ag) and a cathode formed with an inert 
metal (W or Ni) [22]. 
Like other ReRAM devices, the CBRAM is a two terminal passive element capable of 
resistance change when a voltage, above or below specified thresholds, is applied across 
its terminals. Ion hopping has been proposed as the primary mechanism of cation transport 
[12-14]. At the cathode, the cations are reduced and electrodeposited, forming a conducting 
filament that grows towards the anode. Upon reaching the anode, the filament provides a 
low resistance path through the film. This constitutes a change from a high resistance state 
(HRS) to a low resistance state (LRS). Under reverse electrical bias, the filament undergoes 
dissolution and eventually the device returns to its HRS condition. A typical CBRAM I-V 
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characteristic is shown in Fig. 1.1(a), which represents a typical resistance switching 
characteristic for the CBRAM devices. The figure shows a write voltage threshold (HRS 
to LRS switching) between 200 mV and 300 mV. The erase voltage threshold (LRS to 
HRS switching) was less than -100 mV. Similar write/erase thresholds are obtained 
independent of device area. The maximum current allowed to flow through the devices 
during characterization, i.e., the compliance or programming current, was set to 10 µA for 
the DC response shown in Fig. 1.1(a). Previous studies have determined that the LRS 
resistance shows an inverse power law dependence on the magnitude of the programming 
current compliance [15]. Similar LRS resistance vs. compliance current characteristics was 
observed for the CBRAMs examined in here as well, as shown in Fig. 1.1(b). 
 
 
Fig. 1.1. (a) DC I-V characteristics of a CBRAM device with a 10 µA compliance current 
which shows the switching between high resistance state (HRS) and low resistance state 
(LRS). (b) Experimentally obtained inverse power law dependence of LRS CBRAM 
resistance on compliance (programming) current used during DC characterization. 
 
Test chips containing several CBRAM devices arranged in an array were fabricated at 
Arizona State University (ASU). The test chip fabrication procedure for Ag- Ge30Se70 
CBRAM devices is as follows [23]. At first, 100 nm of SiO2 is deposited on a p-doped Si 
wafer using electron-beam evaporation. Then 100 nm of Ni (device cathode) and 100 nm 
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of SiO2 (for isolation) are deposited successively. Device vias are patterned in the isolation 
layer and then wet etched to expose the Ni layer. The vias are used either as contact holes 
to the Ni electrode, i.e., cathode vias, or as “device” vias which define the active area of 
the CBRAM. After etching, 80 nm Ge30Se70 and 30 nm Ag films are deposited on the vias 
using a Cressington thermal evaporator. The wafer is then exposed to UV light (λ = 324 
nm, E = 3.82 eV) for 1 hour at a power density of 10 mW/cm2 in order to allow Ag photo-
doping of the chalcogenide film. An additional 35 nm of Ag is then deposited on top of the 
silver-doped Ge30Se70 layer to create the device anode. Aluminum (800 nm) is then 
deposited and etched to form contacts for both device electrodes. Finally, the wafer is 
annealed at 120° C for 20 minutes. Fig. 1.2(a) illustrates a cross-section of the CBRAM 
device. Fig. 1.2(b) shows the top-view photo-micrograph of a CBRAM fabricated with a 
500 µm by 500 µm via dimension. 
 
Fig. 1.2. (a) Illustration of CBRAM device cross-section with Ag anode, Ni cathode and 
chalcogenide (Ge30Se70) via layer. (b) Micro-photograph showing top (planar) view of a 
CBRAM device with via dimension 500 µm by 500 µm.  
 
1.3 CBRAM Programming Dynamics 
Previous section described the overall electrical characteristics and switching behavior 
of CBRAM devices. The programming operation of CBRAMs (and other metallic ion 
transport based resistive memory devices) consists of a series of electrochemical 
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oxidation/reduction reactions and subsequent ion migrations occurring under external 
electrical bias. The oxidation of Silver (Ag) takes place mainly at the anode side and allows 
for Ag ions to be created for the CF, while reduction of these same Ag ions occurs both at 
the cathode side and in the electrolyte (Chalcogenide) layer. Thus an electrochemically 
active metal is required for the anode. The oxidation and reduction reactions are given by 
(1.1) and (1.2) below respectively- 
𝐴𝑔 → 𝐴𝑔+ +  𝑒−                                             (1.1) 
𝐴𝑔+ +  𝑒− → 𝐴𝑔                                               (1.2) 
In order to overcome the electrochemical energy barrier, an external voltage bias needs 
to be applied across the device electrodes. A condition where the anode is sufficiently 
positively biased with respect to the cathode initiates the write process; oxidation of Ag at 
the anode and its subsequent migration towards cathode followed by reduction to grow the 
CF. Conversely, a sufficiently negatively biased anode with respect to the cathode starts 
the erase process; oxidation of Ag in the formed CF and its migration towards the anode 
where it undergoes reduction to form metallic Ag again. The Silver ions react with the 
electrolyte to form conductive phases which then combine together to form the conductive 
filament. Each set of oxidation and reduction reactions at the two electrodes cause a charge 
transfer and generate an electrode current which has been modeled by the Butler-Volmer 
equation [24] as, 







𝑞⁄ ⌋  ,                                          (1.3) 
where Io is the equilibrium current which refers to the current when the rate of reaction at 
anode is equal to the rate of reaction at the cathode. The first exponential term refers to 
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cathode current and the second term refers to anode current, while α is the transfer co-
efficient, η is the current-over potential and kT/q is the thermal voltage. However, of 
relatively greater importance from device modeling perspective is the current flow 
associated with the Ag+ ion transport inside the electrolyte, which ultimately leads to 
formation/growth/dissolution of the conductive filament and thereby determines the 
change in CBRAM resistance. This current flow is associated with electrical field 
influenced “hopping” of ions between adjacent sites in the solid electrolyte layer in the 
device under external bias, and can be modeled by a drift current density following the 






2𝑘𝑇⁄ )   ,                        (1.4) 
where Zq is the total charge of the ions, Ni is the density of ions in the electrolyte, υo is the 
vibration frequency of the ions, α is the ion hopping distance and E is the net electric field 
at the tip of the growing filament given by 
𝐸 = 𝑉/(𝐿 + ℎ ∙ (𝜌𝑓/𝜌𝑒 − 1))  .                              (1.5) 
In Eq. (1.5), V is the potential difference between anode and cathode, ρf and ρe are the 
resistivity of the filament and the bulk electrolyte, respectively, and L is the electrolyte 
layer thickness. As ρf << ρe , the denominator of (1.5) can be simplified to (L-h). When 
modeling the temporal evolution of the conductive filament inside the electrolyte in 
CBRAM, the filament is modeled two dimensionally with variable vertical height h(t) and 






  ,                                                   (1.6) 
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where Nm is the density of electrodeposited metal (cm
-3) in the electrolyte.  By combining 









2𝑘𝑇⁄ ),                                (1.7) 
where vh is a fitting parameter. Once the filament is formed, the LRS current density can 






𝑘𝑇⁄ )  ,                                   (1.8) 
where vr
’ is fitting parameter and the term βV is a substitute for the vertical electric field E 
in (1.5) representing the lateral electric field, β being the lateral electric field fitting 
parameter. The filament can be modeled as either as a conical or cylindrical shape. 
Microscopic images suggest a conical shape, being wider near the cathode and narrower 
near the anode [26]. The volume (Vol) of a conical filament in the LRS condition can be 
expressed in terms of the variable top radius r and the bottom radius R as  
𝑉𝑜𝑙 =  
𝜋𝐿
3
(𝑅2 + 𝑅𝑟 +  𝑟2) .                                      (1.9) 
The incremental change in the filament volume (dVol) given by 




  ,                                         (1.10) 










𝑘𝑇⁄ )  ,                           (1.11) 
where vr is a fitting parameter (proportional to vr
’ ) and r is the current filament top radius. 
In chapter 3, the above analytical equations will be used to estimate the variable CBRAM 
resistance and develop a compact model for circuit simulations. 
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CHAPTER 2 
EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION 
2.1 Impedance Spectroscopy Analysis 
AC measurements or impedance spectroscopy is a widely used method to characterize 
electrode-electrolyte-electrode material systems. In order to measure the ac response of a 
test system [27]-[28], a direct measurement of the impedance in the frequency domain is 
performed over a wide range of frequencies to obtain the frequency spectra. The impedance 
of any system can be defined as Z = V/I and contains both resistive (R) and reactive (L 
and/or C) components. All of these component parameters are determined by applying a 
voltage across the test system V(ω) = V0Sin (ωt) where ω represents the angular frequency 
(2πf0). Unless the system under test is a perfect resistor, the resulting current will undergo 
some phase shift (Φ) with respect to the voltage, given by I(ω) = I0Sin (ωt + Φ). The 
impedance response can then be calculated as Z(ω) = V(ω)/I(ω). The complex impedance 
Z(ω) can be expressed as 
𝑍(𝜔) =  𝑍′(𝜔) − 𝑗𝑍′′(𝜔),                                           (2.1) 
where Z’(ω) represents the real (resistive) component and Z’’(ω) represents imaginary 
(reactive) component. By varying the input angular frequency (ω), the frequency spectra 
of the system impedance can be obtained. Another related complex formalism of interest 
is the electric modulus (M), which can be derived from complex impedance as 
𝑀(𝜔) =  𝑗𝜔𝐶0𝑍(𝜔) =  𝑀′(𝜔) + 𝑗𝑀′′(𝜔),                             (2.2) 
where C0 = (ε0.A/l) is the vacuum capacitance of the same test structure (area A and 
thickness l). The different regions of a test system are normally characterized by a 
resistance and capacitance, usually placed in parallel. In the frequency domain, the 
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different RC elements are separable [29]. From the impedance spectrum, different RC 
elements associated with different regions of the test system are identified and the values 
of the individual components are then extracted. 
Fig. 2.1 shows a typical complex impedance spectra of a simple parallel RC element in 
the form of a Cole-Cole plot [30], where the negative of imaginary component (-Z’’ (ω)) 
is plotted against the real component (Z’ (ω)). It can be seen that the frequency spectra is 
a semi-circular arc passing through origin and intercepting the real impedance axis at the 
value of the element resistance R1.  
 
Fig.2.1. Cole-Cole Plot representation of complex impedance spectra of a parallel RC 
element (R1-C1). 
 
This method of extracting the impedance spectra for a system was utilized to 
characterize the Ag-Ge0.3Se0.7-Ni CBRAM devices fabricated at ASU. Since circuit 
performance is one of the primary technology drivers for applications involving such 
devices, it is important to examine the electrical impedance of CBRAMs. Electrochemical 
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS or IS) has been previously used to characterize different 
nanodevices and thin films [31]-[34]. The metal-solid electrolyte-metal structure of these 
devices indicates the presence of capacitive elements along with the programmable device 
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resistance. In this work [35] impedance spectra of multiple CBRAM devices with different 
areas are measured experimentally. Measurements are conducted on each device in both 
high resistance state (HRS) as well as low resistance state (LRS). The associated resistance 
and capacitance parameters are then extracted to construct scalable equivalent RC circuit 
models for both states. 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, CBRAM devices are exposed to UV light during the 
fabrication process. This step is known as photo-doping, which causes Ag from the anode 
to be partially incorporated into the chalcogenide glass. This photo-induced doping [36]-
[37] changes the electric properties of the Chalcogenide glass from dielectric to electrolytic 
(hence ionic conduction is now possible), leading to the formation of a solid-state 
electrolyte [38]-[40]. Moreover, this step helps to eliminate the need for electro-forming 
(i.e. the initial high voltage/current programming step), ensuring uniform and repeatable 
switching behavior of the device. Photo-induced Ag-incorporation leads to creation of two 
layers within the chalcogenide via layer:  a region rich in Ag on the anode side and a region 
with much lower Ag concentration on the cathode side. This effect is observed from TEM 
images of the device as well as from results obtained with atomic profile measurements. 
Impedance spectra analysis corroborates this two-layer structure. 
Experimental Details 
Both DC and AC frequency response measurements were performed on the CBRAMs 
with different via areas:  100 µm by 100 µm, 250 µm by 250 µm, 400 µm by 400 µm and 
500 µm by 500 µm. The resistance switching characteristics were obtained by sweeping 
the voltage from -0.5V to 0.5V with an Agilent 4156C semiconductor parameter analyzer. 
Impedance measurements were performed with an Agilent 4284A LCR meter on CBRAMs 
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in both HRS and LRS. Impedance spectra were obtained between 20 Hz and 1 MHz with 
a small signal AC voltage (10 mV RMS) applied across the device. Since this applied 
voltage is well below the device switching threshold voltage, the state of the device is not 
disturbed during the small signal measurement.  
Impedance Spectra Characterization of CBRAM in HRS 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was performed on a HRS CBRAM to 
investigate the device cross-section. TEM was conducted with a JEOL ARM200 
microscope and images were acquired for a magnification of 2x106 with 200keV electron 
and a beam current of 14 pA. Fig. 2.2(a) shows the cross-section of a device in the HRS 
using high angular dark field. All the major layers are identified, including the Ag anode, 
Ni cathode, chalcogenide active via and the SiO2 isolation layer. The Ag and Ni layers 
show crystalline granularity, while the chalcogenide layer is amorphous and formed by two 
different layers within via:  a photo-doped Ag-rich layer (lighter in color) and an Ag-poor 
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Fig.2.2. (a) TEM image of a CBRAM device (HRS condition) cross-section using high 
angular dark field. (b) Magnified view of the same cross-section near the chalcogenide via- 
Ni cathode interface, indicating presence of two layers (one lighter and another darker) 
within the chalcogenide (ChG) more clearly. 
 
To estimate the composition of the layers within the CBRAM via, energy dispersive x-
ray scattering (EDS) was used to obtain profiles of species present in the device via. The 
electron beam was scanned along a line in the plane of device via and a characteristic 
emission x-ray spectrum was retrieved at each point of the scanned line. The profiles 
obtained for the CBRAM are shown in Fig. 2.3. From the obtained atomic profiles along 
the device, it can be seen that the Ge and Se profiles are almost identical and indicate the 
ChG film thickness. The Ag profile is high and constant in the beginning, indicating the 
Ag anode layer, and then drops to a lower value which stays at more or less the same level, 
indicating the presence of a photo-doped Ag rich layer within the via. The sharp fall in Ag 
profile near the Ni cathode indicates the boundary with a second layer, which has 
considerably less Ag concentration.  
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Fig.2.3. Atomic profiles of Ge (red), Se(green), Ag(dark blue) and Ni(light blue) along the 
CBRAM device, showing the sharp change in Ag count near the cathode side, indicating 
existence of a Ag gradient as modeled in the impedance spectra equivalent circuit. The 
thickness of the Ag- poor chalcogenide layer can be estimated to be approximately 5 nm 
based on the obtained profile. 
 
It is known that device illumination with UV light causes Ag to diffuse into the 
chalcogenide (ChG) via layer [36]-[40], forming a solid-state electrolyte. During this 
process, Silver diffuses from the top Ag electrode towards the bottom Ni electrode, reacting 
with the ChG to form different phases within the film. After annealing, which is the final 
processing step used on the devices studied in this work, binary phase like Ag2Se may 
appear [41]. After processing, the CBRAM via may be described as a non-uniformly doped 
electrolyte with a significantly reduced Ag doping concentration close to the bottom Ni 
electrode. Measured spectra of all the HRS CBRAM devices across via areas demonstrated 
similar characteristics that indicate presence of two regions within the ChG via with 
different electrical characteristics. Based on the experimental impedance spectra and the 
physical characterization results discussed above, an equivalent circuit consisting of a 
contact resistance (Rcont) in series with two separate parallel RC configurations is extracted. 
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Fig. 2.4 plots the imaginary components of complex impedance (-Z’’(ω)) (Fig. 2.4(a)) and 
of its corresponding electric modulus (M’’(ω)) (Fig. 2.4(b)) vs. their respective real 
components Z’(ω) and M’(ω) for a 100 μm x 100 μm CBRAM in HRS. The plots indicate 
two separate regions, each with distinct RC time constants.  
 
Fig.2.4. (a) HRS impedance spectra of a CBRAM device (100 µm by 100 µm diameter) 
showing both measured data and fitted characteristics. (b) Imaginary component vs. real 
component of Electric Modulus (M (ω)) derived from complex impedance data of (a). 
 
The top RC configuration, composed of R1 and C1, determines the impedance of the 
photo-doped portion of the ChG film and the second RC configuration, composed of R2 
and C2, is associated with the un-doped (Ag-poor) chalcogenide (ChG). Each of the parallel 
RC elements produces a semicircle in the complex impedance plane. 
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Fig.2.5. (a) Photo-doped HRS CBRAM RC equivalent circuit with two regions with 
distinct RC characteristics. (b) Idealized complex plane representation of real and 
imaginary components of impedance (Z(ω)) (top) and electric modulus (M(ω)) (bottom) 
associated with 2 parallel RC element circuit. 
 
Mathematically, HRS CBRAM complex impedance is given by 
Z (ω) = (R1 ||
1
𝑗𝜔𝐶1
 ) + (R2 ||
1
𝑗𝜔𝐶2
),                                     (2.3) 
Using (2.1), the real and imaginary components of impedance can be derived (ignoring the 
small Rcont) as 






,                                    (2.4) 






 ,                                  (2.5) 
Corresponding real and imaginary components of M(ω) (Eq. (2.2)) can be derived from 
(2.3) as 














 ,                        (2.6) 












 ,                      (2.7) 
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Fig. 2.5(a) shows the HRS equivalent circuit with the two parallel RC elements and Fig. 
2.5(b) shows the complex plane plots using the analytical equations derived above. 
The extracted value for Rcont, which represents the resistance of the probe contact, was 
less than 100 Ω and is independent of via size. Fig. 2.6 plots the average values for R1 and 
R2 as a function of via area, respectively. It can be seen that both R1 and R2 vary inversely 
with via area as expected. 
It can also be observed that R2 (the resistance of the un-doped layer) is nearly 100 times 
greater than the resistance of the photo-doped layer, R1. Since the resistances are in series, 
it is the un-doped layer resistance that determines the DC HRS impedance. The HRS 
resistance ranges from approximately 10 MΩ for the smallest via area to approximately 
200 kΩ for the largest. 
 
 
Fig. 2.6. Plots showing scaling of HRS CBRAM resistance parameters R1 and R2 with via 
area. Both R1 and R2 vary inversely with via area. 
  
Fig. 2.7 plots the dependence of C1 and C2 on CBRAM via area. The capacitance of the 
photo-doped region (C1) exhibits a higher-order, non-linear dependence on via area. This 
may be due to variations in the dielectric properties of Ag-doped GeSe caused by non-
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uniform incorporation of Silver into the material. As the Fig. 2.7 (b) shows, unlike the 
capacitance of the doped chalcogenide material, the capacitance in the undoped layer (C2) 
scales linearly with via area. 
 
Fig.2.7. Scaling of HRS CBRAM capacitance parameters showing non-linear scaling of 
HRS CBRAM capacitance parameter C1 (a) with area and linear scaling of HRS CBRAM 
capacitance parameter C2 (b) with via area.  
 
Impedance Spectra Characterization of CBRAM in LRS 
During the write process (HRS to LRS switching), Ag+ ions from the Ag-rich photo-
doped layer drift towards the cathode, eventually creating a conductive Ag filament across 
the entire via. In this condition, the device is in LRS. The resistance across the chalcogenide 
film can now be assumed to be dominated by the resistance of the conductive filament and 
thus the LRS CBRAM can be modeled as a contact resistance in series with one parallel 
RC element. The impedance of this configuration can be represented on the complex plane 
with a single semicircle, as shown in Fig. 2.1 earlier. 
Prior to small signal impedance measurement, a positive dc voltage sweep at a 
compliance (limiting) current of 10 µA was used to set each CBRAM device into a fixed 
low resistance state (LRS). For the LRS device equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2.8 (a) the 
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equivalent circuit can can be described with a contact resistance Rcont, on-state resistance, 
Ron and the LRS device capacitance, Con.  A typical complex impedance Cole-Cole plot of 
a 100 μm x 100 μm device obtained experimentally is shown in Fig. 2.8 (b). 
 
Fig.2.8. (a) LRS CBRAM equivalent circuit. (b) LRS impedance spectra of a CBRAM 
device (100 µm via diameter) showing both measured data and fitted characteristics, 
indicating single RC element. 
 
Fig. 2.9 (a) plots average values of Ron vs. via area. As the figure shows, the on-state 
resistance is less than 10 kΩ and does not seem to depend on via size. This non-scalability 
can be attributed to the fact that Ron is determined by the resistance of the conductive Ag-
filament formed across the film, which is likely independent of the device area. Finally, we 
observe the ratio of HRS to LRS resistance (R2/Ron) ranges from approximately 2,000 for 
the smallest area device to 40 for the largest. Fig. 2.9 (b) plots the dependence of the LRS 
capacitance Con on CBRAM via area. As with the HRS capacitance in the un-doped layer, 
the capacitance Con scales linearly with via area. When the device switches into the LRS 
condition, the filament creates a low resistance pathway between the anode and cathode 
terminals while the LRS capacitance Con is then in effect, the series combination of HRS 
capacitances C1 and C2, i.e., 
𝐶𝑜𝑛 =  
𝐶1𝐶2
𝐶1+ 𝐶2
 .                                                    (2.8) 
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Fig. 2.9. (a) LRS Resistance parameter Ron vs. area. (b) LRS Capacitance parameter Con 
vs. area. 
 
Fig. 2.10 plots the extracted Con as well its value obtained from Eq. 1, using the values 
for C1 and C2 obtained from the HRS fit. The good agreement between the two sets of 
values for Con suggests that the application of a HRS to LRS switching bias has not 
appreciably altered the Ag concentrations across most of the doped and un-doped regions 
layers. Since the conductive filament formed in LRS is only a few tens of nm in diameter, 
a significant change in Ag concentration throughout the rest of the film is unlikely, 
especially considering the large dimensions of the devices (≥100 µm) characterized. 
Therefore, in LRS the Ag concentration, aside from the filament, has not changed, and thus 
capacitances in the doped region, C1, and un-doped region, C2, have not been measurably 
altered. 
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Fig.2.10. Capacitance vs. Area showing close match between Con and series combination 
of C1 and C2. 
 
Based on the linear scaling of extracted capacitance parameters C2 and Con, the 
capacitance per unit area of the CBRAM devices is calculated to be approximately 4.6 
μF/cm2. The dielectric constant (εr) of the undoped chalcogenide layer can be calculated 
from the HRS capacitance (C2) per unit area (A) and the estimated thickness of the Ag layer 
(d) (which can be obtained from Ag profile measurement via EDS as shown in Fig. 2.3) as,  
 𝜀𝑟 = (
𝐶2
𝐴
) . 𝑑/𝜀0                                                (2.9) 
Using an estimated Ag layer thickness of 5 nm as observed in the EDS measurements, 
the value of εr is calculated to be approximately 26, which is somewhat larger than values 
previously reported for un-doped GeSe chalcogenide glass [42]. This discrepancy may be 
attributed to a condition whereby the “undoped” layer still contains residual quantities of 
Ag from the photo-doping process which can increase its relative permittivity over a pure 
un-doped film. 
2.2 Quasi-Static Resistance Switching Characterization 
The characteristic switching behavior of CBRAM devices was experimentally measured 
using the standard voltage double sweep using an Agilent 4156C semiconductor parameter 
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analyzer. Fig. 2.11(a) shows typical measured I-V characteristics, while Fig. 2.11(b) 
identifies the key electrical parameters that can be extracted from such a plot. 
 
Fig. 2.11 (a) A typical measured DC I-V characteristics of a CBRAM device with a 10 µA 
compliance current, with the corresponding resistance vs. voltage plot (semi-log scale) 
shown as inset.  (b) Another typical I-V characteristics with some key parameters identified 
such as on switching threshold, set programming current (compliance current), peak reset 
current, high resistance state (HRS) region and low resistance state (LRS) region. 
 
CBRAM devices, like many other resistive memory technologies, demonstrate multi-
level resistance programmability in its LRS state [43]. The most common demonstration 
of this property is performed by controlling the current through the device during 
programming, either using the in-built compliance current function of the 4156C 
instrument, or at circuit level by controlling the saturation drain current of the access 
transistor in a 1T-1R CBRAM element. The higher the programming current used, the 
lower is the final programmed LRS level. This is believed to be due to greater charge flow 
allowed at higher compliance leading to a thicker conductive filament (CF) in the LRS.  
The switching behavior of Ag-GeSe CBRAM devices (5 μm x 5μm cross-section) was 
recorded over several cycles (≥ 25) for a wide range of compliance current levels. 
Experimental I-V characteristics at 100 μA compliance current over 20 write-erase cycles 
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are shown in Fig. 2.12 (a). Fig. 2.12(b) shows the decrease in LRS with increasing 
compliance current. Fig. 2.12 (c) and 2.12(d) show the dependence of LRS and peak erase 
current respectively on compliance current. As shown in Fig. 2.12(c) that LRS (Ron) is 
dependent on the compliance current (Icompliance) as, 
 𝑅𝑜𝑛 =  
0.363
𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
1.14  .                                      (2.10) 
 
 
Fig. 2.12 (a) Experimental quasi-static I-V switching characteristics at 100μA compliance 
current for 20 cycles, (b) I-V characteristics for positive voltage double sweep between 0 
V and 1 V at different compliance currents (CC). Arrow indicates direction in which LRS 
decreases. (c).Experimental dependence of LRS resistance on compliance current (log-log 
plot) during DC voltage sweep. (d) Experimental dependence of peak erase current on 
compliance current (log-log plot) during DC voltage sweep. 
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Another characterization test involved repeated DC sweeps performed at successively 
higher stop voltages so as to induce a gradual change in resistance. The compliance current 
was not reached during these sweeps. A series of positive voltage double sweeps starting 
from 0 V with successively increasing stop voltages (from 65mV to 120mV) on an already 
‘On’ device made it possible to observe gradual decrease in resistance, likely due to 
increase in CF diameter . Such a set of positive sweeps is shown in Fig. 2.13 (a). For each 
successive sweep, the device starts from the resistive state defined by the previous sweep. 
An identical test was then performed for performing gradual erase. A gradual increase in 
resistance was obtained by applying a series of negative voltage double sweeps with 
successively increasing stop voltages (from -0.5V to -1.5V for each successive sweep, as 
shown in Fig. 2.13(b). This is most likely due to a gradual decrease in the CF diameter. 
 
Fig.2.13 Incremental resistance change in CBRAM under DC bias:  (a) resistance decrease 
under positive dc bias with repeated sweeps while increasing stop voltage (Vs) from 65 mV 
to 120 mV. Arrow indicates direction in which resistance gradually decreases. (b) 
Resistance increase under negative bias with repeated sweeps while increasing stop voltage 
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2.3 Pulsed Mode (Transient) Characterization 
Multi-level Resistance Programmability 
Transient characterization of the CBRAM involved applying positive and negative 
“write/erase” voltage pulses to decrease or increase the resistance of the device, 
respectively. The transient test setup is shown in Fig. 2.14 (a). An arbitrary waveform 
generator (Tektronix AWG520) is used to generate voltage pulses of either polarity and of 
different magnitudes and pulse widths. The waveform generator output is applied to a 
CBRAM device in series with a current limiting resistor RL. In order to “read” the CBRAM 
resistance, a low voltage pulse is applied after each write/erase pulse. During the read 
operation, the voltage measured across the limiting resistor is used to sample the CBRAM 
resistance. The value of the limiting resistance is important. As mentioned previously 
earlier, the change in CBRAM resistance is a function of current flowing through the cell.  
A lower value of resistance will allow a larger voltage drop across the CBRAM as well as 
greater current flow through the device. Thus the limiting resistor is one of the factors 
controlling the amount of change in CBRAM resistance in this setup. The “read” pulse 
magnitude is set low so as not to disturb the resistive state. For this purpose, a read pulse 
not greater than 200 mV magnitude was used. Fig. 2.14(b) and 2.14(c) demonstrate a ‘hard’ 
write-erase operation whereby the PMC device is programmed to a LRS by a single 
positive pulse and then into a HRS by a single negative pulse. It is worth noting that the 
minimum voltage required to change the resistive state of the device is dependent on the 
voltage sweep rate [44]. Hence minimum voltage required to switch the device is greater 
for pulsed voltage (with much faster sweep rates) compared to DC or quasi-static voltage. 
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Fig.2.14 Transient voltage pulse based PMC programming:(a) experimental test setup 
(measured PMC resistance during read operation = (V1 – V2 )/I); (b) Typical PMC write 
and read voltage transients showing applied voltage and measured output voltage; (c) 
Typical PMC erase and read voltage transients showing applied voltage and measured 
output voltage.  
 
By varying the applied voltage magnitude and pulse width, the conductive filament 
lateral dimension and consequently the amount of resistance change in the device can be 
controlled. So it is possible to set the device into different LRS by applying voltage pulses 
of same pulse duration but of different amplitudes. Fig. 2.15(a) shows a typical write-erase 
operation used to demonstrate this behavior [45]. The simulation results (solid lines) are 
obtained using a CBRAM compact model based on equations presented in chapter 1 (the 
model is discussed in detail in chapter 3). Fig. 2.15(b) shows distribution of experimentally 
measured LRS for voltage pulses of amplitudes between 1.4V and 2V and 25 µs width. 
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Multiple write operations (≥ 20) were performed starting from an initial HRS (≥ 0.5 MΩ). 
Fig. 2.15(c) shows the mean and standard deviation of the LRS data presented in (b). 
 
 
Fig.2.15 (a) Transient write-erase operation performed on CBRAM in series with a current 
limiting resistor (experimental setup shown in inset). Each write and erase pulse is followed 
by a low magnitude read pulse. (b) Experimental data showing multiple LRS for 4 different 
applied voltage pulse magnitudes. (c)  LRS obtained from data of (b) vs. applied pulsed 
voltage amplitude. 
 
A potential application of the multi-level programmability of CBRAM devices and 
other resistive memory devices is in neuromorphic circuit applications. In these circuits, 
the CBRAM provides a compact single device implementation of the synaptic conductance 
modulation observed in biological neurons (analogous to numerical weight change in 
artificial neural networks). For an electronic synapse, resistance should be capable of 
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changing gradually with the application of a voltage pulse (each pulse being analogous to 
the voltage spikes generated by biological neurons for conductance modulation of synaptic 
pathways) [46]-[47]. Controlling the magnitude and pulse width will determine the amount 
of resistance change after each step. Fig 2.16 shows a typical experimental result obtained 
for incremental resistance programming using the current limiting resistor setup described 
earlier (Fig. 2.14 (a)). The resistance of a CBRAM device was first gradually decreased to 
a low value and then gradually increased to restore the initial high resistance value. PMC 
resistance values were calculated based on measured output voltage during read pulse 
applied after each step. These results are obtained for constant magnitude positive and 
negative voltage pulses for program and erase, respectively. Specifically, ±1.5V magnitude 
pulses were used of width 100 µs width for gradual programming and 200 µs width for 
gradual erase. From the measured resistance values, each program/erase operation can be 
estimated to cause an average change of approximately 3% of the initial and final CBRAM 
resistance before and after the program and erase sequence. 
 
Fig. 2.16 Incremental resistance programming of a CBRAM device with 100 µs, 1.5 V 
write pulses and 200 µs, -1.5 V erase pulses, each pulse followed by 100 mV read pulses.  
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To demonstrate the effect of applied voltage pulse width on the change in resistance, a 
sequence of programming voltage pulses with increasing magnitudes and fixed pulse width 
were applied to the CBRAM device as shown in Fig.2.17 (a). Three different pulse widths 
of 100 µs, 500 µs and 1 ms were used. The results are shown in Fig. 2.17 (b). It can be seen 
that the change in CBRAM resistance is accelerated by using longer pulse width, as the 
largest change in CBRAM resistance occurs for 1ms pulse width sequence followed by the 
sequence with 500 µs and lastly 100 µs widths. This behavior is expected, as longer pulse 
widths allow more radial CF growth. 
 
Fig 2.17 Incremental change in resistance depends on the width of applied voltage pulses. 
(a) Applied sequence of programming voltage pulses of pulse width tP. (b) Resistance vs. 
Applied voltage pulse magnitude for tP = 0.1 ms, 0.5 ms and 1 ms. 
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CHAPTER 3 
CBRAM COMPACT MODEL FOR CIRCUIT SIMULATIONS 
3.1 Resistance Estimation from Filament Dimensions 
Based on the derivation of the conductive filament growth rates in section B of chapter 
2, a time dependent expression for the change in resistance of a CBRAM device under 
electrical bias can be derived. For the conical filament assumed previously, the variable 
filament resistance Rf (t) can be derived as [48], 
𝑅𝑓 =  
𝜌𝑓ℎ
𝜋𝑟𝑅
 ,                                                           (3.1) 
where ρf is the filament resistivity, R is the bottom surface radius of the filament and h and 
r are the variable height and top radius, calculated using (2.6) and (2.10) respectively. The 
resistance of the filament in the initial state (in the HRS) can be expressed as,  
𝑅𝑓,𝑖 =  
𝜌𝑓ℎ0
𝜋𝑟0𝑅
 ,                                                       (3.2) 
where h0 and r0 are the initial height and radius respectively of the filament (h0 < L).  These 
initial conditions in the ‘Off’ state may vary from device to device based on several factors. 
e.g., the filament height h0 depends on the amount of photo-doping performed during 
fabrication or the magnitude and duration of the erase pulse. For the purposes of modeling, 
the following values were assumed:  h0 = 10 nm and r0 = 0.1 nm. The resistance of the bulk 
portion of the electrolyte (excluding the filament) can be expressed as, 





  ,                                               (3.3) 
where ρe is the bulk electrolyte resistivity. The overall resistance of the device can 
therefore be expressed as a parallel combination of the filament resistance and bulk 
resistance as, 
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 .                                                (3.4) 
Hence the overall CBRAM resistance is dependent on the applied voltage across the 
device (V) and the current flowing through the CBRAM can be expressed as, 
𝐼𝑃𝑀𝐶 =   𝑉/𝑅𝑃𝑀𝐶                                                  (3.5) 
3.2 Compact Model Transient Simulation 
In order to enforce the compliance current functionality implemented by the 4156 
parameter analyzer instrument during I-V characterization using by the quasi-static voltage 
sweep, the current computed using (3.5) can be compared with a compliance current 
parameter (Icomp) during each simulation step and when ICBRAM ≥ Icomp, the voltage across 
the device becomes different from the applied voltage (V) and is given by,  
𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 =   𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝. 𝑅𝑃𝑀𝐶 . 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑉),                                     (3.6) 
where sgn(V) represents the signum function to assign the appropriate sign to Vcomp based 
on the polarity of the applied voltage V. Fig. 3.1 shows simulation results for a voltage 
sweep induced write-erase operation and the corresponding change in the simulated 
filament height and radius. 
To obtain the CBRAM resistance switching behavior, the voltage applied across the 
CBRAM/PMC element is ramped from 0 V to sufficient positive voltage and then to a 
sufficient negative voltage, before returning to 0 V again. When applied voltage is positive, 
the current through CBRAM model increases due to the vertical and lateral growth of 
conductive filament (based on equations described in chapter 1), until it reaches a 
compliance current (set using measuring instrument or by external control circuitry). At 
this point, the actual voltage across the element reduces to maintain constant current 
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through it. Due to the current being constant and the reduced voltage across the element, 
the filament radius and on state resistance of the CBRAM (which is defined by the filament 
dimension as per equation 3.1-3.4) also remain constant for the remaining time the applied 
voltage is positive. Then as the voltage polarity becomes negative, the filament begins to 
shrink laterally first and then vertically, until it returns to the original HRS state. Fig. 3.1 
shows simulation results for the quasi-static voltage sweep induced write-erase operation 
of the CBRAM compact model described above for a voltage sweep between ±1 V and for 
a compliance current of 1 µA. As seen from Fig. 3.1, the experimentally observed effects 
of compliance current setting the CBRAM LRS and the reduction of voltage across the 
CBRAM can be captured by the compact model. The filament height remains unchanged 
once it becomes equal to the chalcogenide layer thickness (set at 60 nm in the model to 
match fabricated devices) i.e. when the vertical filament bridges the two electrodes. 
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Fig. 3.1 Simulated voltage double sweep (from -1 V to +1V and back to -1V) to generate 
I-V characteristics of CBRAM model showing applied voltage and corresponding change 
in the filament height and radius.  
 
Transient simulations can also be performed with the model to demonstrate write, read 
and erase operations. Fig. 3.2 shows simulation results for a 1T-1R CBRAM element for a 
sequence of write operation followed by a read operation and an erase operation followed 
by a read operation. In the case of a 1T-1R cell, the saturation current of the access NMOS 
helps to limit the current through the device (without need for explicitly enforcing a 
compliance current parameter Icomp within the code). It can be seen that during write 
operation, first the filament grows vertically until a height h = L is reached. Only then is 
lateral filament growth is initiated and radius r increases as long as write pulse is applied. 
The increase in r is rapid at first and then flattens off gradually. Simultaneously with the 
change in h and r, the CBRAM resistance RCBRAM decreases from its initial HRS given by 
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(3.2) to a LRS. The final value of the LRS is dependent on the current allowed to flow 
through the CBRAM model and the duration of the write pulse. During read, a low voltage 
pulse of 0.25 V is applied. If the CBRAM is in LRS, a read current is registered as shown 
in the figure. A subsequent erase operation with a negative anode voltage and similar 
NMOS gate voltage as shown causes the filament to first shrink laterally, causing r to 
reduce to r0. This is followed by the vertical filament height decrease until h is restored to 
its initial h0 and the resistance returns to HRS once again. A read operation performed after 
this erase operation detects negligible current flow. Thus such a model can be used to 
simulate multi-level resistance switching in CBRAM devices for a variety of circuit 
applications, as will be explored in subsequent chapters. 
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Fig. 3.2 Simulated pulsed voltage write-read-erase-read sequence for a 1T-1R simulation 
using the CBRAM compact model. During write, vertical filament growth occurs, followed 
by increase in filament radius, LRS value being determined based on the radius. No change 
in filament dimensions occur during read. During erase, filament radius decreases first 
followed by decrease in filament height, thus causing LRS to HRS transition. 
 
3.3 Model Fitting to Experimental Data 
Simulation results using this model were fit to experimental device characteristics. The 
experimental data was collected for Ag-Ge0.3Se0.7 based two-terminal CBRAM devices and 
also for Ag-GeS2 based 1T-1R CBRAM memory elements. Fig. 3.3(a) show the fit to the 
experimental I-V characteristics for a two-terminal CBRAM. Fig. 3.3 (b) and 3.3(c) 
compare experimental and simulated CBRAM LRS and peak reset current values 
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respectively for different compliance currents. Finally, Fig. 3.3(d) compares the 
experimental and simulated LRS values and CF radius vs. applied voltage pulse magnitude. 
 
 
Fig. 3.3 Comparison of simulation and experimental results- (a) I-V characteristics at Icomp 
= 100μA, (b) LRS dependence on compliance current, (c) Peak reset current dependence 
on compliance current and (d) LRS dependence on applied voltage pulse during transient 
characterization and the simulated filament radius. 
 
Commercially manufactured CBRAM memory arrays usually consist of 1T-1R 
elements, i.e., a CBRAM device in series with a NMOS selector switch. The Ag-GeS2 
based CBRAM devices used for characterization in this work were fabricated in back end 
of line (BEOL) in a 130 nm standard CMOS process [49]. Fig. 3.4(a) shows a cross-section 
of a 1T-1R element. Fig.3.4 (b) shows simulated I-V characteristics of a 1T-1R CBRAM 
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(during a single sided anode voltage sweep) for different applied gate voltages. In the case 
of a 1T-1R cell, the applied gate voltage magnitude determines the maximum programming 
current through the NMOS and consequently the LRS level during a write operation. The 
source is grounded during these operations. 
 
Fig. 3.4 (a) A 1T-1R CBRAM device with Ag anode, GeS2 via layer and W cathode, (b) 
Simulated I-V characteristics during anode voltage sweep for the 1T-1R CBRAM with 
source grounded for different fixed gate voltages.  
 
Fig. 3.5 shows experimentally obtained HRS and LRS levels during 100 write-erase 
operations performed by sweeping the anode voltage. Stable HRS (LRS) conditions were 
obtained by sweeping the CBRAM anode from 0 to +2V (-2V) while applying NMOS gate 
bias of 0.7V and keeping NMOS source at 0V. HRS is approximately 5MΩ and LRS is 
approximately 10KΩ. 
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Fig.3.5 Experimental resistance cycling of 1T-1R element during 100 write-erase 
operations performed by sweeping the anode voltage. 
 
The on switching threshold voltage (during HRS to LRS transition) of CBRAM devices 
exhibits a dependence on the applied voltage ramp rate [44], i.e., greater the rate of voltage 
rise the lower the switching voltage threshold. This behavior is demonstrated in Fig. 3.6(a) 
and the model was fit to experimental data to estimate the value for the parameter α which 
determines the vertical growth rate of filament from equation (1.4).  The parameter β that 
determines the lateral or radial change in filament (from equation (1.8)) for the write 
operation can be extracted by fitting the model simulation results to the multiple LRS 
levels, as shown in Fig. 3.6(b). Fig. 3.6(c) shows programming current (NMOS selector 
saturation current) vs. gate voltage data for a 1T-1R memory cell (corresponding to the 
different LRS levels) and the corresponding fit obtained from simulation. Lastly, Fig. 
3.6(d) shows comparison between simulation and experimental data for peak currents 
during erase for anode voltage sweep at different gate voltages, which enables extraction 
of the value of β during erase operation..  
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Fig.3.6 Comparison of CBRAM compact model simulation results and corresponding 
experimental data:  (a) dependence of on switching threshold voltage (during HRS to LRS 
transition) on the applied voltage ramp rate, (b) multilevel LRS  in 1T-1R CBRAM during 
anode voltage sweep for different NMOS gate voltages, (c) programming currents 
corresponding to the different applied gate voltages for each LRS level shown in (b), and 
(d) peak erase currents in 1T-1R CBRAM during  erase operation voltage sweep after 
programming at different gate voltages. 
 
In addition to DC response characteristics, the model was also verified for transient 
pulsed voltage inputs, as it is useful in circuit simulations. A comparison between a typical 
transient pulsed write-erase operation performed experimentally and via simulation is 
shown in Fig. 3.7 with the associated voltage and current transients. No current limiting 
resistor was used for this operation and it can be seen that write-erase times of the order of 
100 ns can be achieved with such devices. 
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Fig.3.7 Simulated and experimentally obtained anode voltage and current transients of a 
two terminal CBRAM device during a typical pulsed write erase operation with cathode 
grounded. 
 
Table 3.1 defines and lists the values for all the relevant optimized simulation 
parameters for both Ge0.3Se0.7 based and GeS2 based CBRAM devices based on the fitting 
of the simulation results to experimental data described throughout this chapter. Appendix 
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TABLE 3.1 CBRAM Compact Model Simulation Parameters 
Symbol Quantity Fitted Values 
Ag-Ge0.3Se0.7 
CBRAM 
Ag- GeS2 CBRAM 
vh Vertical growth 
fitting parameter 
0.5 m/s 0.5 m/s 
vr Lateral growth 
fitting parameter 
0.1 m/s 0.1 m/s 
Ea Activation Energy 0.3 eV 0.46 eV 
L CBRAM via thickness 60 nm 60 nm 
α Ion hopping distance 24 nm 15nm 
β Electric field parameter 0.25, V > 0, 
0.22 ,   V < 0 
0.52, V > 0, 
1.4,  V < 0  






ρf filament resistivity 5x10-4 Ω.m 5.3x10-4 Ω.m 
rc CBRAM cell via radius 2.5µm 500nm 
T Cell Temperature 300 K 300K 
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CHAPTER 4 
SINGLE EVENT EFFECTS IN CBRAM MEMORY ARRAYS 
4.1 Single Event Effects Overview 
Ionizing radiation strikes can generate charged carriers in semiconductor devices (e.g. 
MOSFETs) [50] and lead to generation of voltage/current transients that can potentially 
cause effects such as loss of stored data in memory storage elements, reversal of logic 
states, transient malfunctioning of circuits or even permanent damage to devices or circuits 
[51]-[54]. All such effects can be referred to as single event effects (SEEs). The term single 
event upset (SEU) is used to denote cases where a SEE leads to loss of data in memory or 
propagation of erroneous value in logic. Studies based on scaling trends predict an increase 
in SEE susceptibility by approximately 40% per process node [55]. Today, single-event 
susceptibility has become a commonly used reliability metric for even mainstream 
integrated circuit products [56]. In recent decades, the study of single event effects has seen 
renewed interest due to a number of factors. Firstly, experimental evidence of upsets due 
to indirect ionization caused by protons and neutrons as well as due to direct ionization 
from heavy ions brought the realization that not only electronics for space missions, but 
also commercial non-hardened parts in near earth orbits can be susceptible to single event 
upsets due to higher abundance of protons over heavy ions in the environment. Secondly, 
with scaling down of device sizes resulting in higher clock speeds and increasingly 
complex functionalities in ICs, susceptibility to single event effects will only increase, 
possibly giving rise to new failure mechanisms and affecting even terrestrial electronic 
parts. Lastly, as the number of dedicated radiation hardened foundries continue to shrink 
drastically, electronic systems for space applications today use more and more commercial 
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non-hardened parts, which requires modifications to design methodologies to incorporate 
various radiation hardening by design (RHBD) strategies to tackle increased SEE 
sensitivity. 
In most cases, SEUs are ‘soft errors’, i.e., errors from which the circuit can recover as 
opposed to permanent damage and loss of functionality in components and devices. The 
shape, polarity and duration of single event transients (SEEs) depend on the energy 
transferred from the ionizing particles as it travels through the struck material. As a charged 
particle travels through a material, the particle slows down due to loss of kinetic energy. 
This loss of energy can be divided into two components based on the manner in which it 
loses energy, i.e,. either through radiation emission or through Coulombic interactions. The 

































 is better known as linear energy transfer (LET), usually expressed in the 
units of MeV.cm2/mg. 
SEEs consist of two processes:  charge generation and deposition within semiconductor 
devices due to ionizing radiation during a strike, followed by charge collection by electric 
field present within the device (e.g., reverse biased p-n junctions) after the strike [57]. An 
overview of both these processes will now be given.  
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a) Charge Generation:  charge generation can be either due to direct ionization by the 
incident particle itself or indirect ionization by secondary particles created by nuclear 
reactions between the incident particle and the struck device. Direct ionization occurs when 
an energized charged particle (ion) releases electron hole pairs while traversing within 
semiconductor device. Such a particle comes to stop within the material after having lost 
all its energy and the distance travelled (referred to as range) can be estimated from its LET 
value. Direct ionizations are typically caused by ions with atomic number higher than 2 
(also referred to as heavy ions).Indirect ionization on the other hand are usually caused by 
lighter particles such as protons and neutrons which may undergo inelastic collisions within 
the semiconductor material, leading to nuclear reactions with the target nucleus (Although 
in recent highly scaled technologies, direct ionization from protons have also been 
observed). The products of such reactions can be heavier ions which may produce enough 
charge carriers along their path via direct ionization to cause SEUs. Such secondary ions 
can be scattered in the direction of original particle, which can introduce angle of incidence 
dependencies. 
b) Charge Collection: The generated charge carriers can be most efficiently collected by a 
strong electric field via the drift transport mechanism. This is why reverse-biased p-n 
junctions with high electric field in their depletion region are typically the most sensitive 
to SEEs [58]. Apart from drift within the junction depletion, diffusion can cause carriers 
generated outside the depletion region to travel to the junction and get collected. Such 
charge collection leads to the generation of a transient current ‘spike’ at the junction 
contacts (eg. drain/source in a MOSFET). Another significant aspect of the charge 
collection phenomenon is the collapse of junction electric field due to the highly conductive 
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particle ‘track’ of generated charged carriers; an effect known as ‘field funneling’. This 
effect can cause the electric field to collapse within the junction and extend it beyond the 
junction, thus enabling efficient charge collection via drift even in the substrate.  
Fig. 4.1(a) shows the different processes (drift, funneling and diffusion) associated with 
SEEs in a CMOS Inverter cross-section. Here it is the ‘off’ NMOS drain which is most 
likely to be affected by a SEE. Typically, the impact of SEEs can be modeled for device 
and circuit simulations by a transient current source across the struck node (e.g. between 
drain and bulk in MOSFETs). Fig. 4.1(b) shows parameters such as rise and fall time 
constants used to define such a current transient model, along with the various effects that 
define the shape of the current pulse. The rapid rise of the current transient is due to the 
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Fig. 4.1. (a) Schematic illustration of processes typically associated with single event 
effects using example of a CMOS inverter. (b) SEE induced current transient showing 
contributions from the various charge collection processes. 
 
4.2 Radiation Effects in CBRAM Memory 
The 1T-1R memory element (CBRAM device in series with an access NMOS transistor) 
described in previous chapters can potentially provide an alternative to CMOS based 
memory elements such as SRAM that is less sensitive to SEUs. CBRAM devices 
themselves have demonstrated high tolerance (i.e., an ability to retain programmed state) 
to total ionizing doses as large as 10 Mrad (SiO2) [59], [60]. However, radiation effects in 
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peripheral CMOS circuits can increase their vulnerability to data loss. Experimental data 
have shown CBRAM-based serial EEPROM memory to exhibit data retention capability 
at higher total ionizing dose (TID) levels compared to flash and other types of emerging 
non-volatile memory devices [61]. 
To further investigate the effect of TID on CBRAM performance, parameters such as 
switching endurance and retention of CBRAM devices on a test chip were measured before 
and after exposure to ionizing radiation over several days [62]. In endurance testing, the 
ability of the CBRAM devices to undergo resistive switching between LRS and HRS 
repeatedly is investigated. Each cycle consists of the following sequence:  write pulse, read 
pulse and erase pulse followed by another read pulse. Same setup as described earlier in 
chapter 2 for pulsed testing with a current limiting resistor is used for these cycling test 
resistance sampling. The goal was to test the ability to cycle these devices even after 
exposure to high doses of total ionizing radiation (TID). For this purpose, several two 
terminal CBRAM devices were initially placed in a gamma (γ) ray radiation chamber 
(Gamma-cell 220 in ASU) with anode and cathode contacts left floating. At periodic 
intervals (after a certain amount of TID exposure) some of the devices were removed, 
leaving the remaining devices to be exposed to higher TID. The removed devices were 
cycled as described above, until the HRS began to decrease. The devices exposed in this 
manner to gamma-ray radiation were compared to the behavior of control devices not 
exposed to radiation. The HRS and LRS levels recorded were between 100 KΩ and 100 
Ω. In order to ensure reliability of write-erase operations, longer pulses than those normally 
used were applied to program the device; the write/erase pulses used for these experiments 
were thus ± 1.5 V, 10 ms width, while the read pulses were 75 mV, 1 ms. A typical result 
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for the HRS and LRS levels sampled during the cycling tests for a control device as well 
as devices exposed to different TID levels (maximum TID being 4.62 MRad) is shown in 
Fig. 4.2. For the control devices tested in this work, the maximum number of cycles 
achieved was generally between 1.5×104 to 2×104 cycles. As shown in Fig. 4.2, the control 
begins to exhibit a decrease in the HRS resistance after 104 cycles. After 1.5×104 cycles, 
the control shows little difference between the HRS and the LRS (i.e., failure). 
 
Fig. 4.2 Endurance of CBRAM devices exposed to Co-60 gamma-rays. HRS and LRS 
resistance as a function of the number of write-read-erase-read cycles for a control 
CBRAM and a CBRAM exposed to 4.62 MRad. 
 
Although TID response on CBRAM devices have been studied in some detail, the 
response to single event transients is still under investigation. Recent work involving heavy 
ion and pulsed laser testing on an embedded resistive memory array indicated susceptibility 
of in the resistive memory peripheral control circuits to single-event functional interrupts 
(SEFIs) due to single-event upsets [63]. Fig. 4.3 (a) shows a 1T-1R array architecture. It 
can be seen that 1T-1R elements in the same column as an element being accessed 
experience the same bias on the bit line (BL) and select line (SL). Thus, all the ‘inactive’ 
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1T-1R elements that share the same bit and select lines with another element being 
accessed are potentially vulnerable to single event transients. Fig. 4.3(b) shows the 
different possible bias conditions experienced by such an inactive element during write, 
read and erase operations. Based on practical device operation, the programming voltage 
(Vdd) in this work is taken to be 1.5 V. Since the selector (access) NMOS of such an 
element experiences different bias conditions at the drain and source terminals during 
write, erase and read operations, all these scenarios need to be investigated separately to 
assess single event susceptibility. 
 
Fig.4.3. (a) 1T-1R array architecture with word lines (WL) driving access NMOS gates in 
the same row and elements in same column sharing the same bit and select lines. (b) Bias 
conditions in an inactive 1T-1R element (circled in (a)) that is susceptible to single event 
induced upsets during write, read and erase operation being performed on another cell in 
the same column. 
 
In the subsequent sections in this dissertation, we focus on the sensitivity of CBRAM 
memory arrays to single event upsets (SEUs), specifically stored data inversions. 
Experimental results from heavy ion testing are presented that demonstrate data inversions 
in pre-programmed CBRAM devices. The results show evidence of not only HRS to LRS 
transitions but also of LRS to HRS transitions that have not been reported for such devices 
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in previous studies. In order to analyze the experimentally observed data inversions, two 
types of circuit simulation approaches for SEEs in CBRAM arrays are used:  one based on 
a purely analytical model of single event transients and the other incorporating device level 
TCAD simulations. Based on the simulation results, a threshold incident ion LET (linear 
energy transfer) value for upsets are estimated under different bias conditions. Finally, SEE 
simulation results are also presented for another type of CBRAM memory, the crossbar 
array configuration. The crossbar array consisting of only CBRAM devices with CMOS 
drivers at the edges of the array can be susceptible to multiple event upsets unlike the 1T-
1R array and analysis of such upsets will be also presented.  
4.3 CBRAM Heavy Ion Testing: Experimental Results 
Heavy ion strike experiments on 1T-1R test chip were performed at the Ion Beam 
Analysis of Materials (IBeAM) laboratory in the LeRoy Eyring Center for Solid State 
Science at Arizona State University, using a Cockroft-Walton gas-insulated high frequency 
1.7 MeV tandem accelerator with a beam line and analysis chamber at room temperature 
(27 °C) [64]. The test chip consisted of a 1T-1R array of 11 1T-1R elements fabricated 
using methods described in Section II. After being programmed to HRS or LRS the array 
was subjected to a beam of a specific type of ions (H, He or O) in the accelerator. 
Appropriate voltage bias (discussed in more detail in section V) was applied to the array 
during ion beam exposure so as to investigate both HRS to LRS and LRS to HRS 
transitions. For this purpose a constant bias voltage of 2V was used for anode/select line. 
Four separate tests were performed for 1.5 MeV Hydrogen, 2 MeV Helium and Oxygen 
ions (2 MeV and 4 MeV) at a fluence of approximately 1015 ions/cm2. After each test, 
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resistances of the array elements were measured by applying a dc voltage sweep from 0 V 
to 25mV at the anode, a constant 1.2V at the gate and 0V at the source.  
Fig. 4.4 shows the measured mean resistance of all the pre -programmed HRS and LRS 
elements vs. incident ion LET measured after each exposure. It can be observed that when 
pre- programmed to HRS (≈ 5 MΩ), the mean resistance level of the cells decreased with 
increasing LET. After exposure to the highest measured LET (4 MeV Oxygen ions), one 
HRS programmed device resistance decreased to 59 KΩ. This significant change in HRS 
reduces the ratio of HRS to LRS to below a factor of 10 and can hence be interpreted as an 
upset, as the sense amplifier may not distinguish between the two states for such a low 
sense margin. Another HRS programmed device resistance was observed to be ≈ 161 KΩ 
post exposure. While the HRS to LRS ratio for this device was still > 10, such a change 
can leave it vulnerable to multiple event upsets (MEUs). The abrupt lowering of HRS of 
these devices at the highest LET causes the standard deviation from the mean HRS to 
increase drastically as can be seen in Fig. 4.4. Based on these results, a SEU error cross -
section was also plotted, as shown in Fig. 4.4. When programmed into LRS state (10 KΩ), 
none of devices showed any significant deviation from pre-programmed values, as also 
shown in Fig. 4.4. Hence based on the experimental results, a threshold LET for an upset 
(HRS to LRS transition) can be predicted to be ≈ 8 MeV.cm2/mg. 
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Fig. 4.4. Experimental results showing mean resistance of 1T-1R test array elements after 
ion strike vs. incident ion LET. HRS CBRAMs undergo decrease in resistance with 
increasing LET. Also shown is the corresponding SEU error cross-section vs. LET. It can 
be seen that LRS CBRAMs subjected to ion strike do not show any indication to revert to 
HRS. 
 
Further testing was performed at a much higher LET at the 88 inch cyclotron facility in 
Lawrence Berkeley National laboratories [65]. An incident ion LET of 58.78 
MeV/(mg/cm2) (Xe ions) was used at a fluence of 109 particles/cm2 (106 particles/cm2/s 
flux for 1000 seconds). Of the two arrays, one array was pre-programmed to have devices 
in HRS and in the other array all devices were pre-programmed to be in LRS. Two sets of 
control devices (devices not exposed to heavy ion testing) were also programmed 
separately before the experiment to HRS and LRS and then measured after the test duration 
to verify data retention capability. Fig. 4.5(a) shows a schematic of the 1T-1R array used 
for collecting data, while Fig. 4.5 (b) shows the printed circuit board that was designed to 
hold the packaged parts in order to apply bias during programming and also during 
exposure. 
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Fig. 4.5. (a) 1T-1R array used for heavy ion testing. (b) Smartboard designed at Aerospace 
for electrical characterization and biased heavy ion testing. 
 
After exposure, all devices were measured with a DC voltage sweep up to 50 mV at the 
anode, with gate biased at 1.4V, to measure any change in pre-radiation resistive states of 
each 1T-1R CBRAM. During exposure the HRS programmed array was subjected to write 
bias conditions (bit line voltage = 1.5 V, word line voltage = 0V, select line voltage = 0 V, 
from Fig. 4.3(b)), while LRS programmed array was subjected to erase bias conditions (bit 
line voltage = 0 V, word line voltage = 0V, select line voltage = 1.5 V. The 1T-1R CBRAM 
is most likely to experience a bit upset under these bias conditions, as will be discussed in 
detail subsequently. We can define two resistance ratio parameters as shown in (4.2) and 
(4.3) for write and erase bias cases. The parameter in (4.2) is a ratio of pre-strike resistance 
to post-strike resistance for the HRS programmed devices under write bias. The parameter 
in (4.3) is a ratio of post-strike resistance to pre-strike resistance for the LRS programmed 
devices under erase bias. For both the parameters, a value of 10 or more indicates a change 
in resistance by an order of magnitude or more during heavy ion testing and constitutes an 
upset.  
𝑊𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =  
𝑃𝑟𝑒−𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
                         (4.2) 
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𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =  
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡−𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑃𝑟𝑒−𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
                        (4.3) 
 
Fig. 4.6(a) shows the ratio values (given by (4.2)) for each of the HRS programmed 
devices before and after exposure, while Fig. 4.6(b) shows the same for the HRS 
programmed control devices. Four out of eight HRS devices experienced an upset due to a 
resistance decrease by a factor of 10 or more. There was no significant change in the HRS 
control array resistance levels as can be seen in Fig. 4.6(b).Fig. 4.7(a) shows the ratio values 
(given by (4.3)) for each of the LRS programmed devices before and after exposure, while 
Fig. 4.7 (b) shows the same for the LRS programmed control devices. Two out of eight 
LRS devices experienced an upset due to a resistance increase by a factor of 10 or more. 
As shown in Fig. 4.7(b), the control devices successfully retained their programmed LRS 
levels. In the following section, we analyze these two types of upsets in more detail. 
 
Fig.4.6. Plot showing resistance ratio parameter defined by (4.2) for (a) each HRS 
programmed exposed device, and (b) each HRS programmed control (unexposed) device. 
Devices with a ratio of 10 or more are considered to have experienced single event upset 
in the form of HRS to LRS transition. 
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Fig.4.7. Plots showing resistance ratio parameter defined by (4.3) for (a) each LRS 
programmed exposed device, and (b) each LRS programmed control (unexposed) device. 
Devices with a ratio of 10 or more are considered to have experienced single event upset 
in the form of LRS to HRS transition. 
 
4.4 Voltage Dependent CBRAM Resistance Change 
As seen earlier from experimental data on transient characterization and the discussion 
regarding CBRAM compact model in chapter 3, the change in resistance in CBRAMs has 
a non-linear dependence on the magnitude and duration of voltage applied across it. This 
dependence can be estimated analytically as well based on the equations for dynamic 
filament growth rates used for developing the compact model. Assuming a cylindrical 
filament, the device resistance is dominated by the filament resistance (RCF), which is given 
by, 
𝑅𝐶𝐹 =  
𝜌𝑓.ℎ+ 𝜌𝑒.(𝐿−ℎ)
𝜋.𝑟2
,                                                   (4.4) 
where ρf is the filament resistivity, ρe is the bulk electrolyte resistivity and h and r are 
the variable filament dimensions whose time rate of change is defined by equations (1.7) 
and (1.11) respectively. Hence an incremental change in filament resistance (dRCF) can be 
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expressed in terms of incremental change in h and r by equations (4.5) and (4.6) 
respectively as, 
𝑑𝑅𝐶𝐹 =  
( 𝜌𝑓−𝜌𝑒) 𝑑ℎ
𝜋.𝑟2
 ,                                                 (4.5) 
 𝑑𝑅𝐶𝐹 =  −2𝑅𝐶𝐹 .
𝑑𝑟
𝑟
  .                                                (4.6) 
Substituting dh and dr from equations (2.7) and (2.11) respectively, dRCF can be expressed 
in terms of the applied voltage differential from anode to cathode (V) as, 








2𝑘𝑇⁄ ) . 𝑑𝑡,                          (4.7) 







𝑘𝑇⁄ ) . 𝑑𝑡                        (4.8) 
Fig. 4.8 demonstrates the relationship between change in CBRAM resistance (∆RCF) and 
applied voltage pulse magnitude and duration via simulation using the CBRAM compact 
model. 
 
Fig.4.8 Contour plot showing simulated change in CBRAM resistance (∆RCF) vs. 
magnitude and duration of a voltage pulse applied across the CBRAM. A higher value of 
∆RCF increases likelihood of a transition to LRS.  
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4.5 Single Event Effect Simulation: 1T-1R Array 
As discussed earlier, the MOSFET drain/source to body junction is a particularly 
sensitive strike location in bulk CMOS technologies [66]. Strikes in these locations can 
cause forward biasing of the respective p-n junction, leading to generation of drain voltage 
transients which can even go negative [67]. In this work, drain node of 1T-1R element is 
used to denote the common terminal connecting the CBRAM cathode with the access 
NMOS. Since strikes at this common terminal should have the maximum impact on the 
CBRAM state, in this work only ion strikes at the drain are considered. Two possible types 
of SEUs can happen:   a HRS 1T-1R element changing to a LRS and a previously LRS cell 
changing to a HRS. As mentioned earlier, two simulation approaches will be discussed 
below. 
i. Analytical Simulation Approach 
In this approach, an analytical model for estimating the carrier generation rate during 
SEE and using the estimated value to compute the transient current magnitude, the current 
being assumed to be a pulse of constant magnitude [64]. The linear energy transfer (LET) 
of the charged particles striking the CMOS layer of 1T-1R memory can be expressed in 
terms of the total energy lost per unit path length traversed by the particle (E)  as E = LET.ρ, 
where ρ is density of the irradiated material. This in turn can be used to calculate specific 
ionization (SI), i.e., number of ion pairs formed per unit volume traversed by the charged 
particle as SI = E/(w.π.r2), r being the path track radius and w being a material property 
that indicates the energy required to generate a single ion pair. The ion pair generation rate 
(G) can hence be calculated as G = SI/τ (in ions/cm3.s), τ being the ion transit time. In this 
way the ion pair generation rate (G) can be estimated for a given incident ion LET. 
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Magnitude and duration of current and voltage transients generated due to a heavy ion 
strike on a MOSFET depend heavily on the existing bias conditions at the time of ion strike 
[68].  The most likely bias condition for a SEU in a 1T-1R memory array is depicted in 
Fig. 4.9 (a), i.e., when a write operation is being performed on a 1T-1R cell in a row. During 
this operation, all cells in the same row receive a voltage VDD on the bit line and 0 V on 
the select line. If a cell in this row is not being written (word line is at 0 V), but its access 
NMOS drain is struck by an ion during this time, the resulting current transient can cause 
the voltage at the NMOS drain (CBRAM cathode) to drop below the initial condition 
(VDD) and can even go negative. Hence a net transient positive voltage difference 
develops across the CBRAM and makes it susceptible to a SEU. If this cell is in HRS and 
undergoes transition to a resistance comparable to the LRS, then data stored in the cell 
switches to a ‘1’  from a ‘0’. Under this operating condition, an ion strike-induced transient 
voltage pulse generated at the drain (also the CBRAM cathode) can be modeled by the 
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4.9 (b), which consists of the CBRAM in series with the 
parasitic drain-bulk junction diode and an ion-induced current (modeled by an ideal current 
source). This current (Iph) resulting from electron hole pair generation can be defined as 
[69]  
𝐼𝑝ℎ  =  𝑞𝐴𝐺(𝑥𝑗  + 𝐿𝑒) ,                                             (4.9) 
where A is the drain area (in cm2), xj is junction depth of the drain (in cm), Le is electron 
diffusion length (in cm) and G is the carrier generation rate (in ions/cm3.s) which can be 
estimated from the incident ion LET as described earlier. For a given LET, the generation 
rate is obtained by assuming an ion strike profile diameter of 200 nm and 5 ps duration 
[58], [70]. The ion strike generated current is then estimated using (4.9). The circuit 
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simulation is performed using the CBRAM model discussed previously (variable resistance 
RCF) in parallel with an intrinsic CBRAM capacitance (CP) whose value is estimated by 
extrapolating experimentally measured device capacitance. The diode is modeled as the 
drain-body junction in a 130 nm CMOS process. For a sufficiently high photocurrent, the 
drain (CBRAM cathode) voltage, which is initially at VDD, drops to a negative value. This 
generates a corresponding net positive voltage transient across the CBRAM. Fig. 4.10(a) 
shows a voltage transient waveform generated during simulation and corresponding 
transition of HRS 1T-1R element to a LRS for an LET of 8MeV.cm2/mg. Fig. 4.10(b) 
shows the simulated CBRAM resistance after transient generation in the circuit of Fig. 4.9 
(b) for different ion LET values. A threshold LET can be estimated when the CBRAM 
resistance becomes comparable to the designated LRS for the binary memory array (taken 
to be ~10 KΩ). Finally, it may be noted here that an increase in strike profile diameter will 
reduce generation rate (G), which in turn will reduce the photocurrent generated. As an 
example, for the simulation shown in Fig. 4.10 (a), the corresponding photocurrent 
magnitude is ≈ 540 µA. A 10% increase (decrease) in the nominal profile diameter can 
cause this photocurrent magnitude to decrease (increase) to approximately 440 µA (656 
µA). On the other hand, an increase (decrease) in ion strike duration can increase (decrease) 
the duration of the transient voltage pulse generated across the CBRAM, which in turn can 
increase (decrease) the total change in CBRAM resistance. 
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Fig.4.9 (a) Ion strike induced single event on a HRS element (Word Line 2) in 1T-1R array 
while another element in same row (Word Line 0) is being written, which constitutes the 
most likely bias condition for a possible SEU due to HRS to LRS transition and (b) 
equivalent circuit for the HRS cell (word line 2) to model the single event induced 
resistance change. 
 
The simulation results thus show that spurious HRS to LRS transitions may occur in 
1T-1R CBRAMs during write operation on another element in the same row leading to 
errors in stored data. It is also worth noting that the likelihood of an upset increases 
substantially in presence of higher positive bias (VDD) on the bit line during the ion strike, 
as this increases the voltage transient magnitude across the CBRAM, which in turn 
increases change in CBRAM resistance. For the case when there is lower bias being applied 
on the bit line, such as the read operation (≈ 200 mV), the threshold LET for upset is 
expected to be much larger due to lower magnitude of the voltage transient generated. 
Thus, during erase or storage mode, when the bias on bit line is 0 V, the possibility of an 
upset would be highly unlikely for the same reason. 
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Fig.4.10 (a) A simulated voltage transient generated across 1T-1R CBRAM and its 
corresponding change in resistance for LET = 8MeV.cm2/mg and (b) simulated results 
showing 1T-1R CBRAM resistance after ion strike event vs. incident ion LET. A threshold 
LET ≈ 7.5 MeV.cm2/mg for undesired HRS to LRS transition following ion strike is 
indicated, assuming the minimum HRS to LRS ratio to be 10 for the devices under 
consideration. 
 
There is also the possibility of a SEU characterized by the transition of an LRS 1T-1R 
cell to HRS. In this case, the SEU-induced transient voltage generated at the cathode will 
need to be more positive than the anode voltage, thus creating a net negative voltage drop 
across the CBRAM. Fig. 4.11(a) shows the condition where an ion strike occurs on the 
drain of a LRS cell, while another cell in the same row is being erased. The bit line (anode) 
in this case is grounded, while the select line is at VDD (2V). From the equivalent circuit 
of the cell under consideration shown in Fig. 4.11(b), it can be seen that only a negative 
voltage can be generated at the drain due to forward biasing of the drain-body junction, 
while the source-body junction remains reverse biased. Hence LRS to HRS transition is 
unlikely for such a single event. 
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Fig.4.11 (a) Ion strike induced single event on a LRS element (Word Line 2) in 1T-1R 
array while another element in same row (Word Line 0) is being erased and (b) equivalent 
circuit for the encircled LRS cell to model the single event induced resistance change.  
 
ii. TCAD based Simulation Approach 
In the previous section, a simplified analytical model for ion-strike induced 
photocurrents was used to assess single event susceptibility. However, such a model 
predicts a LRS to HRS upset is not likely to occur, similar to conclusions in [71] for Oxide-
based RRAM devices. Such a model then does not explain the LRS to HRS upsets observed 
experimentally for the same bias conditions as for simulation, shown earlier in the 
experimental results section. In order to investigate possible mechanisms that may cause 
LRS to HRS upsets and also to obtain accurate estimates of generated photocurrents under 
different bias conditions (i.e. write, read and erase), three dimensional single event 
simulations using a device level TCAD tool can be useful. In this section, simulations were 
performed on a representative NMOS structure with Silvaco 3D ATLAS with a fixed 
resistor connected to the drain representing the CBRAM resistance state (i.e., either HRS 
or LRS) prior to strike [55]. Two different cases of a single event strike at the NMOS drain 
(i.e., CBRAM cathode) are considered: a strike with normal incidence (case I) and an 
angular incidence strike (case II), as shown in Fig. 4.12. The photocurrent transients 
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(denoted by Iph) generated at the drain terminal were then used as inputs to Cadence Spectre 
circuit simulator tool to perform single event simulations on a biased 1T-1R cell utilizing 
the calibrated CBRAM device compact model from chapter 3, as also shown in Fig. 4.12. 
 
Fig. 4.12. Simulated TCAD structure with fixed resistance representing CBRAM, and 
corresponding circuit simulation using photocurrent (Iph) from TCAD. 
 
 
Upset Simulation under Write/Read Bias 
As shown in Fig. 4.3 (b), write and read bias conditions are identical, differing only in 
the magnitude of bit line (CBRAM anode) bias (Vdd = 1.5 V >> VRead ≤ 0.25 V). Fig. 4.13 
(a) shows example of photocurrent transients obtained from ATLAS device simulations 
for the two angles of incidence at the same LET (25 MeV.cm2/mg) under write bias 
conditions. There is no significant change in the nature of the generated drain current 
transients for the two different angles of incidence. This is true for read bias conditions as 
well. Under write/read bias, the source-body junction collects very little charge, as source 
terminal is grounded under these conditions. Hence majority of charge is collected across 
the drain-body junction. Thus similar photo-current responses can be expected for the two 
cases when the device is under write or read bias. Fig. 4.13(b) compares the generated 
photocurrents for normal incidence (case I) under write and read bias conditions with the 
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same incident ion LET (25 MeV.cm2/mg). Due to the lower bias during read operation, the 
electric field across the drain-body depletion region is weaker, which can explain the lower 
magnitude of photocurrent generated under read bias compared to that during write bias 
for the same LET. Fig. 4.13 (c) shows circuit simulations using the CBRAM compact 
model with the photocurrent transients from Fig. 4.13(b) as input. It can be seen that under 
write bias, the CBRAM cathode (i.e. NMOS drain) voltage drops from VDD to almost 0 
V, thus creating sufficiently large voltage transient across the device to initiate a change in 
resistance from the initial HRS to a LRS of 88 KΩ. However, in the read bias case, the 
voltage across the CBRAM device is not sufficient to initiate a transition and the HRS 
remains unaffected. Hence, an upset is much more likely to occur under write bias 
conditions than under read bias. Finally, it can be noted that during a single event under 
write or read bias, the CBRAM can only experience a net positive voltage drop from anode 
to cathode. This suggests that only HRS to LRS transitions, not LRS to HRS switching, 
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Fig. 4.13. (a) Generated photocurrent transients for cases I and II for the same incident ion 
LET (25 MeV.cm2/mg). (b) Comparison of photocurrents generated under write and read 
bias (case I) for the same LET (25 MeV.cm2/mg). (c) 1T-1R circuit simulation using 
CBRAM compact model with the photocurrents from (b). CBRAM undergoes HRS to LRS 
transition under write bias but not under read bias. 
 
Upset Simulation under Erase Bias 
Under erase bias conditions, the drain node of an ‘idle’ 1T-1R element is grounded (as 
the anode/bit line is grounded), while source is biased at VDD. Fig. 4.14(a) compares the 
photocurrent transients obtained for the two angles of incidence (I and II) for the same LET 
(20 MeV.cm2/mg) under erase bias. It can be seen that normal incidence strike (case I) 
which are furthest away from source-body junction generates only a positive current 
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transient, while the angular strike (case II) generates a largely negative photocurrent at the 
drain, likely due to a parasitic bipolar effect caused by the forward biasing of the body-
drain junction [57]. This reversal of current direction, for an angular strike, increases the 
probability of a sufficiently positive drain voltage transient being generated to cause an 
upset in the form of a LRS to HRS transition. For a normal incident strike, the generated 
voltage transient across CBRAM cathode is still a small positive value and hence is not 
conducive for a LRS to HRS transition. Fig. 4.14(b) shows the 1T-1R circuit simulation 
results for case II with the photocurrent transient from Fig. 4.14(a). Initially a write 
operation is performed to change the initial state from HRS to LRS. Due to the subsequent 
application of the photocurrent from Fig. 4.14 (a), a large positive voltage is generated at 
the cathode for case II that is sufficient to cause a reverse transition from LRS to HRS 
transition as shown. Thus, a LRS to HRS transition is the most likely form of upset for an 
inactive 1T-1R while under erase bias condition. It is worth noting here that during 
experimental heavy ion testing (as described in Section III), LRS to HRS upsets were 
observed under erase bias even though the test board was oriented normal to the ion beam 
direction. However it is possible that nuclear reactions occurring within the test structure 
during exposure can still produce recoiling ions that enter at an angle other than normal. 
Such angular strikes (i.e. case II) are more likely to occur at the high fluence level used 
during this testing (109 particles/cm2), and can explain the experimental observance of LRS 
to HRS upsets. 
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Fig. 4.14. (a) Generated photocurrent transients for cases I and II for the same incident ion 
LET (20 MeV.cm2/mg) under erase bias. (b) 1T-1R circuit simulation using CBRAM 
compact model with the photocurrents for angular incident strike (case II) from (a). 
CBRAM undergoes LRS to HRS transition due to cathode voltage being pulled up 
sufficiently high to generate a net negative voltage across the device. 
 
 
LET Dependency of 1T-1R SEUs 
Using the TCAD based simulation methodology, the change in 1T-1R CBRAM 
resistance due to an ion strike with different LET values was estimated for the various bias 
conditions and incidence angles. Fig. 4.15(a) shows the simulation results for write and 
read bias conditions for cases I and II. There was no significant difference observed 
between case I and II. It can be seen that little resistance change occurs under read bias 
even at the highest LET, while under write bias, LETs greater than 15 MeV.cm2/mg can 
be critical as the HRS decreases to below 100kΩ above the level. Fig. 4.15(b) plots the 
resistance change from initial LRS under erase condition. Only Case II is likely to cause 
LRS to HRS transitions as discussed above. A LET greater than 20 MeV.cm2/mg can be 
estimated from the plot to be critical for causing such transitions. It should be noted here 
that due to the multilevel LRS capability of a CBRAM device, multiple-event upsets can 
be possible during HRS to LRS transitions, as the device may switch to an intermediate 
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state. However, the erase process is much more abrupt, marked by rapid filament 
dissolution. Hence LRS to HRS transitions are likely to occur as single event upsets. 
 
Fig. 4.15. (a)  Simulated CBRAM resistance after ion strike vs. ion LET under write and 
read bias conditions. Initially the device is in high resistance state (HRS). (b) Simulated 
CBRAM resistance after ion strike vs. ion LET under erase bias condition for different 
angles of incidence of strike (case I and II). Initially device is in low resistance state (LRS). 
 
4.6 Single Event Effect Simulation: Crossbar Array 
In this section we focus on a crossbar CBRAM array architecture and its susceptibility 
to single event upsets. The crossbar CBRAM architecture consists of only CBRAM devices 
without selector transistors. Instead CBRAM devices on the same word line (WL) or bit 
line (BL) share a common driver. This configuration is attractive for the next generation of 
low power non-volatile memories due to greater integration density (4F2) compared to 1T-
1R architectures and hence is currently the focus of extensive research [72], [73]. In this 
section, we analyze such an array for single event upsets. Fig. 4.16 shows an MxN crossbar 
array architecture, with the word lines connected to the CBRAM anodes and the bit lines 
connected to the CBRAM cathodes. The figure shows a cell being accessed (circled) on 
word line 0 (WL0) and bit line 0 (BL0). The voltages applied on the selected lines, VWLS 
and VBLS can be set appropriately for write, erase or read operations. The voltages VWLNS 
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and VBLNS represent the applied voltages on the other word lines and bit lines to prevent 
disturbing the states of the unselected cells (encircled with a dashed box in Fig. 4.16) while 
accessing this cell. Also, all the other cells along the same word line and bit line as that of 
the accessed cell also experience a net nonzero voltage drop across them while accessing 
the selected cell. These cells are referred to as ‘half-selected’ cells (encircled with solid 
box in Fig. 4.16). In the crossbar array, single event transients generated at the output of 
the shared word line or bit line drivers (assumed to be inverters in this work) may affect 
several of these ‘half-selected’ cells simultaneously. The generated net voltage spike across 
these cells can be either positive or negative depending on whether the PMOS or the NMOS 
of the driver respectively, is struck by an ion. Hence both HRS to LRS and LRS to HRS 
transitions can occur. As the generated voltage transient propagates across all the cells 
along a given word line or bit line, the possibility of multi-bit upsets (MBUs) exists in such 
a configuration. However, due to parasitic resistances and capacitances of the wires and 
the loading effect of other cells, the generated spike continues to degrade as it propagates. 
Thus depending on the incident ion LET, different numbers of cells may experience 
transitions [74]. This is in contrast to a 1T-1R array where a transient generated at one 
element does not affect other cells due to the isolation provided by the individual access 
transistors. 
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Fig. 4.16. A CBRAM crossbar array architecture with word line driving the anodes and the 
bit line driving the cathodes. The voltages VWLNS and VBLNS represent the voltages applied 
at unselected cells (dashed line) to prevent read disturb while accessing a cell (solid circle). 
 
There are two popular biasing schemes used for a crossbar array: 1/2 V and 1/3 V 
schemes. The two schemes differ in the voltages applied on word and bit lines of unselected 
cells to prevent accidental disturb of other cells during read write operation on a cell in the 
crossbar. In the 1/2 V scheme, both VWLNS and VBLNS are set to VDD/2, where VDD is the 
programming voltage. In 1/3 V scheme, VWLNS is set to 1/3 of VDD and VBLNS is set to 2/3 
of VDD. The 1/3 V scheme has been shown to enable higher read margin than 1/2 V 
scheme [75]. Fig. 4.17(a) shows a situation where a single event generated voltage spike 
(VSpike) in the ‘off’ PMOS can cause a net positive voltage drop across the cells in the same 
word line. Depending on the biasing scheme employed, the voltage generated across each 
cell in the same word line can be (VSpike – VDD/2) (for 1/2 V scheme) or (VSpike – 2/3 
VDD) (for 1/3 V scheme). Fig. 4.17(b) shows the degradation of the generated voltage 
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spike as it propagates along the word line. The parasitic RC values for the word lines and 
bit lines are chosen appropriately to correspond to a 130 nm process. 
 
Fig. 4.17. (a) Example of single event transient propagating along the word line of a 
crossbar array due to drain of ‘off’ PMOS of word line driver being struck by ion. Parasitic 
RC of the connecting wires is considered as shown. (b) Degradation of a single event 
generated voltage transient as it propagates along a word line. The 256th element on the 
word line experiences a degraded voltage spike compared to the first element, where the 
spike originates. 
 
Circuit simulations using the same CBRAM compact model used earlier are performed 
for both the biasing schemes to demonstrate multiple bit upsets in a 256x256 array and the 
results are shown in Fig. 4.18. Two representative cases are considered for comparison of 
the two bias schemes: 1) HRS to LRS upsets along a word line (Fig. 4.18(a)) and 2) LRS 
to HRS upsets along a bit line (Fig. 4.18(b)). From Fig. 4.18(a), it can be seen that the 
number of upsets is higher for the 1/2 V scheme compared to that for the 1/3 V scheme. 
This can be attributed to the larger voltage drop across unselected cells along the word line 
in 1/2 V scheme (VSpike – VDD/2) compared to that for the 1/3 V scheme (VSpike – 2/3 
VDD). From Fig. 4.18(b), it can be seen that the number of upsets is higher, albeit slightly, 
for the 1/3 V scheme since a higher voltage drop (VSpike – 1/3 VDD) exists in the 1/3 V 
scheme compared to that for the 1/2 V scheme (VSpike – 1/2 VDD). The smaller difference 
shown in Fig. 4.18(b) is likely due to the more abrupt transition from LRS to HRS observed 
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in CBRAM devices which causes transitions to be less sensitive to differences in the 
magnitudes of voltage drops across the cells. For HRS to LRS transition as discussed 
earlier, the device can occupy several intermediate LRS values. 
 
Fig. 4.18. (a) No. of simulated HRS to LRS upsets for both 1/2V and 1/3 V bias schemes 
along a word line in a 256x256 crossbar array. (b) No. of simulated LRS to HRS upsets for 
both 1/2V and 1/3 V bias schemes along a bit line in a 256x256 crossbar array. 
 
4.7 Conclusions & Future Work 
With continuous shrinking of CMOS devices, susceptibility to single event induced 
upsets have increased significantly to the point of being a concern for modern day 
integrated circuits operating at near earth orbits or even terrestrial environments. Emerging 
non-volatile resistive memory technologies such as CBRAM have demonstrated high 
tolerance towards total ionizing dose of radiation, but study of the susceptibility of such 
technologies to ion-strike induced transient radiation effects also needs to be investigated. 
In this work, experimental data from heavy ion testing performed on CBRAM devices were 
presented which indicate possibility of single event induced upsets in the form of stored 
data inversions. Evidence of low resistance state to high resistance state inversions were 
observed for the first time in such devices. To investigate the mechanisms behind such 
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upsets, two different circuit simulation and modeling approaches were presented:  one 
based on analytical SEE model and the other based on device level TCAD simulations. 
Simulation results using both these approaches were presented. Two different types of 
architectures -1T-1R and crossbar arrays were considered and the difference in their 
response to single event transients was analyzed. It was found that the analytical model 
may not predict LRS to HRS transitions observed experimentally, while the TCAD based 
model showed that angle of incidence of ion strike can be an important factor on occurrence 
of upsets. In contrast to 1T-1R architecture, the crossbar array can be susceptible to 
multiple bit upsets due to absence of isolation and such upsets were simulated for two 
different crossbar biasing schemes (1/2 V and 1/3 V). In future, further heavy ion testing 
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CHAPTER 5 
NON-VOLATILE FLIP-FLOP ARCHITECTURE USING CBRAMS 
5.1 Background & Motivation  
Power consumption has become the main performance metric of concern for modern 
day CMOS circuit applications. As CMOS technology scales down, leakage power has 
come to dominate the overall power consumption and leakage power reduction has become 
increasingly important for low power applications with limited battery lifetimes such as 
biomedical implants or wireless sensor networks among others. Many such applications 
can experience prolonged idle state between active periods, during which retention of data 
as well as low leakage is required [76]. Embedded memory and data storage registers 
consume a large portion of the total power budget in low power VLSI systems [77]. For 
leakage reduction, a high-Vth NMOS transistor is used to disconnect the power supply 
during standby mode; a technique known as power gating. Fig. 5.1(a) shows the power 
gating scheme in CMOS logic circuits. When the circuit enters standby mode, the Sleep
input goes low to turn the high-Vth NMOS off, thereby reducing circuit leakage. However, 
in order to retain data for eventual restoring operation after standby period, latches 
employing high-Vth transistors are required as shown. Such high-Vth latches still consume 
power at a rate proportional to standby duration. Hence this technique can only reduce 
leakage, but not eliminate it completely. Moreover, while high-Vth transistors can suppress 
subthreshold leakage, they do not reduce other types of leakage due to effects such as gate-
tunneling and band-to-band tunneling that become more and more prominent in processes 
below 45 nm. 
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In order to overcome these issues, one possible solution is to store the data in non-
volatile memory devices (instead of high-Vth CMOS latches) prior to standby. Resistive 
memory devices such as those belonging to the CBRAM/PMC family can be well suited 
for suppressing leakage virtually completely for low power applications, since they store 
data as a resistance level rather than as charge. Using such devices can remove the load on 
the power supply (supply voltage VDD) completely during inactive periods. Such a scheme 
is outlined in Fig. 5.1(b). Before the circuit enters its inactive mode, the data in all I/O flip-
flops are first stored within their respective resistive memory elements. At the onset of 
inactive period, sleep input goes high, thus turning of power supply and ensuring virtually 
zero leakage. 
 
Fig. 5.1. (a) Conventional power gating scheme in CMOS logic using high-Vth retention 
latches. Subthreshold leakage is partially suppressed. (b) Alternative scheme employing 
flip-flops with non-volatile resistive memory elements which can store data in absence of 
power supply. Thus by turning off power supply completely, leakage can be completely 
suppressed. 
 
Previously proposed non-volatile flip flop circuits employing emerging various resistive 
memory devices belonging to different non-volatile technologies have been largely derived 
from the conventional master-slave flip flop topology. In [78], a master-slave latch based 
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non-volatile flip-flop was proposed which uses complimentarily programmed magnetic 
tunnel junction (MTJ) memory devices to retain data. This design required the use of high 
power supply voltage IO circuits operating at 1.8V. Another concern for this design is the 
high programming currents (~200 µA) required to write and erase the MTJ devices. Also, 
since the difference between HRS (5.5 KΩ)  and LRS (2.9 KΩ) of the MTJ devices is 
small, read operations performed at sub-nominal VDD levels to restore data after sleep 
period may not be reliable, thus increasing power consumption. In [79], a non-volatile 
tristate inverter-based master-slave flip-flop is proposed which uses a single ended 
memristor based latch for data retention in the absence of power. In this work, a fixed LRS 
of 1 KΩ was assumed for the memristor, leading to high current consumption during 
write/erase operation which required the use of an additional conditional write circuit. 
Moreover, since this design uses the simplified generic HP memristor model [80] which 
does not correspond to a specific practical device technology, accurate estimates for power 
consumption cannot be obtained. In [81], a type of oxide based resistive memory 
technology was considered, where two complimentarily programmed Al/TiO2/Al based 
devices were used to store data for a master-slave flip-flop topology. This work explores 
the reliability of read operations to restore stored data to flip flop at sub-optimal Vdd levels 
unlike previous works. Such low Vdd read operations may require the incorporation of 
additional ‘always on’ dummy transistors to balance the inherent mismatch in master-slave 
circuit due to tristate inverters. Compact model based simulations for the ReRAM devices 
considered in this work were not presented. The TiO2 based ReRAM devices used in this 
work demonstrate a HRS/LRS ratio less than 2, which is significantly lower than the ratios 
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of 100 or more demonstrated by CBRAM technology. Multi-level programming capability 
of the TiO2 devices and its possible impact on the flip-flop performance was not explored. 
In this work [82], a non-volatile flip flop is proposed which is based on the sense 
amplifier flip flop architecture and uses the conductive bridge based resistive memory 
devices discussed so far. The following features about the proposed design are listed below: 
1) From the device perspective, we can take advantage of the prolonged state retention 
capability, very high HRS to LRS ratio and also commercially demonstrated BEOL 
integration feasibility [49] of CBRAM devices compared to many other NVM 
technologies. These device properties can also improve reliability of proposed circuit to 
operate at sub-threshold voltage levels. 
2) The sense amplifier architecture enables a compact CMOS flip-flop design which has 
demonstrated high performance at sub threshold voltage levels [83] along with near-zero 
setup time, true single phase clocking and also reduced clock load in comparison to master 
slave flip-flop topology. An additional advantage of the sense amplifier architecture is its 
inherent symmetry in comparison to the master slave flip-flop which eliminates need for 
additional transistors [81]. 
3) The detailed physics based CBRAM compact model fitted to experimental data for 
CMOS BEOL integrated CBRAM devices (as discussed in chapter 4) is used to simulate 
non-volatile flip-flop operation and make reasonable estimate of flip-flop performance 
metrics such as power consumption and reliability. The effect of the multi-level LRS 
programming capability demonstrated by CBRAM devices on flip-flop performance is also 
explored in this work. 
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4) Circuit techniques to improve reliability of read operation under sub-nominal or even 
sub-threshold VDD levels are explored and extension of such a circuit topology to 
computing applications beyond data storage such as threshold logic function computation 
is discussed. 
Various aspects of the proposed design will now be discussed in detail in the following 
sections. 
5.2 Non-Volatile Sense Amplifier Flip-flop Circuit Architecture 
As shown in Fig. 5.2(a), the sense amplifier flip-flop generally consists of two stages: 
the pulse generating stage followed by a slave latch for storing the acquired data. The 
conventional sense amplifier flip flop combines a clocked sense amplifier first stage with 
a NAND-based slave S-R latch [84] as shown in Fig. 5.2(b). 
The flip-flop operation is as follows: sense amplifier outputs nodes 𝑆̅ and ?̅? are 
precharged to power supply (VDD) when clock signal (CLK) is low. As the clock signal 
goes high, depending on the input data and its complement (nodes D and ?̅?), only one of 
nodes 𝑆̅ and ?̅? discharges to ground, while preventing the other signal from discharging. 
This transition in turn triggers the slave latch and the resulting outputs (Q and ?̅?) are stored 
until CLK remains high. The additional NMOS with VDD as input shown in Fig 5.2(b) 
was incorporated in [85] to provide a discharge path to ground when input data changes 
after the rising edge of CLK, thereby avoiding any potential change in the flip-flop state. 
Although variations of this volatile sense amplifier flip-flop exist [86], [87], in this work 
this basic design is modified to incorporate non-volatile data storage and data restore 
functionality. 
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Fig.5.2 (a) General flip-flop topology with pulse generator followed by slave latch. (b) 
Conventional sense amplifier flip flop with NAND gate based slave SR latch. 
 
Two potential non-volatile flip-flop topologies (called FF I and FF II for convenience) 
are shown in Fig. 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) respectively. Both utilize complementary resistance 
programming of two CBRAM devices to store the data during inactive period and then 
restore the saved data to the outputs by performing a CBRAM read operation upon wake-
up. The mode of operation for both the flip flops shown in Fig. 5.3 are the same and can 
be described as follows. The flip-flop enters the normal mode of operation as the clock 
(CLK) goes from low to high, and acts like the conventional sense amplifier flip flop of 
Fig. 5.2(b). The Evaluate (Eval) signal is set to VDD during normal operation for reasons 
explained above. Instead of the clock (CLK) signal, a separate signal (Precharge) is used 
to set the nodes 𝑆̅ and ?̅? to VDD at the rising edge of clock. When Precharge goes low, 
PMOS transistors P1 and P4 are on and thus 𝑆̅ and ?̅? are at VDD. In preparation for storing 
the latch outputs (Q and ?̅?) in the CBRAM devices, the circuit enters write phase of 
operation (Write = VDD, Precharge = VDD, Eval = VDD). During this phase, the outputs 
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Q and ?̅? are used to program the two CBRAMs in a complimentary manner (one to HRS, 
other to LRS) such that the correct latch outputs can be restored. At the end of the sleep 
period, the flip-flop goes through two phases in order to restore the stored data:  a Precharge 
phase followed by Read/Restore phase. During the Precharge phase (Write = 0, Precharge 
= 0, Eval = VDD), both the nodes 𝑆̅ and ?̅? are charged to VDD. This is followed by the 
Read phase (Write = 0, Precharge = VDD, Eval = 0, Read = VDD), during which as 
Precharge is high, nodes 𝑆̅ and ?̅? are free to discharge to ground. The node connected to 
the LRS programmed CBRAM can discharge faster than the node connected to the HRS 
programmed CBRAM. The cross-coupled inverter latch in the sense amplifier senses the 
difference in voltage in the two nodes and restores the correct complimentary output states. 
It may be noted here that  the CLK signal goes high only during normal operation and stays 
low otherwise, thus allowing the main pull down network (PDN) involving transistors 
activated by the complimentary data inputs (MA, MB) to operate separately from the PDN 
involving CBRAM read/write circuitry. 
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Fig.5.3. (a) Non-volatile flip flop architecture using CBRAM devices with write and read 
circuitry (FF I). (b) Non-volatile flip flop architecture using CBRAM devices with same 
write circuit as FF I but a different read circuit implementation (FF II). Notations An, Ca 
denote the anode and cathode terminals respectively for the CBRAM devices A and B. 
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Read Circuit Implementation 
While differential sense amplifier based designs offer high speed and low power 
consumption, their operation may suffer from errors due to device mismatch and noise. 
Hence reading and restoring the data to the flip flop outputs is crucial to ensure reliable 
operation even at ultra-low voltage supply levels. CMOS sense amplifier flip-flops have 
already demonstrated reliable operation at sub-threshold voltage supply levels [86]. In the 
read circuit implementation shown in the design of Fig. 5.3(a) (FF I), the Read signal 
triggers both sides of the sense amplifier simultaneously through NMOS transistors N3-N6. 
Hence both the nodes 𝑆̅ and ?̅? start discharging at the same time but at different rates 
determined by the difference in impedance of the discharge paths through the 
complimentarily programmed CBRAM devices A and B. This simultaneous initiation of 
the read operation is in contrast to the read circuit of Fig. 5.3(b) (FF II) where the Read 
signal is used to trigger the two sides of the differential sense amplifier (i.e. N3 and N4) 
separately through the complimentarily programmed CBRAM devices. 
This ensures that one of the two nodes (𝑆̅ and ?̅?) receives the Read signal earlier and 
begins discharging before the other, while also slowing down the initial discharge rate of 
the other node via the feedback action of the cross-coupled inverters. This modification 
can improve the robustness of the non-volatile flip-flop (FF II) over previous 
implementations.  It should be noted here that the delay parameters associated with normal 
operation of flip-flop are only dependent on the original sense amplifier flip flop discharge 
path(MA, MB, MC) and are not affected by the additional read/write circuit which remain 
inactive during normal data sensing. The simulated CLK-to-Q delay in the proposed design 
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was approximately 93 ps, which is similar to previously reported sense amplifier delay 
values for 130 nm technology node [87]. 
The static noise margin of a differential sense amplifier is a measure of its reliability 
and can be defined as the maximum DC voltage offset that can be applied to one side before 
the amplifier senses incorrectly. The static noise margin during read operation of FF II is 
compared with that of FF I in Fig. 5.4 for two different HRS/LRS ratios of 5 and 150 across 
a range of voltage supply (VDD) levels. It can be seen that FF II demonstrates much higher 
read noise margin than FF I in all cases. 
 
Fig.5.4. Comparison of static noise margins during read operation for FF I and FF II vs. 
supply voltage (VDD) for HRS/LRS ratio of 150 and 5. FF II shows superior noise margin 
and hence greater tolerance to signal noise. 
 
Write Circuit Implementation  
The active high Write signal controls the buffers (transmission gates) through which the 
outputs Q and ?̅? are applied to write the CBRAM devices A and B to a HRS or LRS 
appropriately during the write phase. A minimum programming voltage pulse amplitude 
of 1.2 V was experimentally estimated for the devices considered in this work [49]. Hence 
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for operating VDD lower than 1.2 V, voltage level shifters can be added to the existing 
write circuit. Finally, it can be noted that all the control signals (Precharge, Evaluate, Write 
and Read) can be globally generated for all the non-volatile flip flops in the entire system. 
Fig. 5.5 shows the timing diagram for the different control signals in the design, while 
transient simulation results using the CBRAM compact model for a 130 nm process design 
kit demonstrating all the different phases of operation for storing and restoring data for  D= 
‘1’ and D= ‘0’are shown in Fig. 5.6. 
 
Fig.5.5 A timing sequence of different control signals and associated phases of operation 
of the proposed non-volatile flip-flop (both Fig. 5.3(a) and 5.3(b)). 
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Fig. 5.6.Non-volatile flip-flop (FF II) simulation results using CBRAM compact model at 
nominal VDD = 1.5V. Normal data sensing followed by data write and read back 
operations shown for first Data D = ‘1’ and then D = ‘0’. Read pulse duration is 2ns. For 
storing Data D= ‘1’, CBRAM A gets programmed to LRS and CBRAM B stays in HRS. 
Subsequently for storing D = ‘0’, CBRAM A is erased back to HRS and CBRAM B is now 
programmed to LRS. 
 
5.3 Flip-Flop Energy & Reliability Estimation 
In this section, the energy consumption and read operation reliability of the non-volatile 
flip-flop (FF II) of Fig. 5.3(b) are analyzed across a range of voltage supply levels. As 
CBRAM memory technology is still maturing, significant variations in resistance levels 
can be expected. While HRS levels in CBRAM devices have been found to fluctuate, a 
lower bound of 1MΩ seems easily achievable. On the other hand, the LRS can be 
accurately programmed depending on the applied bias conditions as discussed earlier. 
Degradation of both HRS and LRS levels can also occur in a device over time, thus 
lowering the sense margin during read operation. In order to estimate probability of correct 
read operation, Monte-Carlo simulations were performed across a range of supply voltage 
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levels (1.5V-0.2V) based on the MOS device process variation and mismatch parameters 
provided for the 130 nm design kit. A set of sub-nominal HRS to LRS ratios (5, 10 and 
100) were considered. Fig. 5.7 shows the results obtained after 1000 Monte-Carlo 
simulations performed for each supply voltage level and HRS to LRS ratio. All transistors 
in Fig. 5.3 (b) were sized appropriately to improve tolerance to process variations and 
mismatch at low voltage supply levels. It can be seen that less than 1% failure probability 
can still be obtained for a HRS to LRS ratios of 10 and 100 even at VDD level of 250 mV 
and 200 mV respectively. Hence it can be concluded that CBRAM devices will be ideal 
for ensuring reliable non-volatile operation for ultra-low power operation. Another 
parameter of interest is the read time required for successful data restore without failure. 
The inset of Fig. 5.7 shows the simulated minimum read times vs. supply voltage (VDD) 
level. It can be seen that read time has to be increased for sub threshold operation to ensure 
correct read operation. The area overhead due to the read/write circuitry was approximately 
1.26 μm2 for nominal supply voltage operation and increased to 2.8 μm2 for subthreshold 
operation due to upsizing of read circuit transistor sizes for improved reliability. 
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Fig.5.7 Read Failure occurrence probability (log scale) vs. supply voltage scaling for 
different HRS/LRS ratios. Inset shows minimum read pulse durations for successful read 
operation vs. power supply voltage (VDD). 
 
To further explore the impact of CBRAM resistance level variations on the reliability 
of the read operation, additional Monte-Carlo simulations were performed at a 
subthreshold VDD of 250 mV while incorporating a Gaussian distribution of CBRAM 
HRS and LRS levels. As shown in Fig. 5.8, three different standard deviation (σ) values 
(10%, 15 % and 20 % of mean resistance value (μ)) for different mean LRS levels. For the 
HRS, a fixed mean and standard deviation of 2 MΩ and 25% of mean respectively are 
maintained in all the cases. It can be seen that even for a LRS σ/µ of 15 % at 150 KΩ, less 
than 1% failures occur during read operation. 
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Fig. 5.8 Monte Carlo simulations of read operation assuming Gaussian distributions of 
CBRAM LRS and HRS levels.  
 
The choice of the LRS level is a tradeoff between greater reliability of read/restore 
operation vs. higher write energy consumption. A higher LRS level can reduce the sense 
margin and increase read failure probability while lowering the write energy consumption 
and vice versa. Fig. 5.9 plots the simulated total energy consumed during normal sensing, 
precharge, read and write phases of operation for different programmed LRS levels against 
the supply voltage. The inset shows only the energy consumption during write operation 
on a CBRAM vs. the LRS. Programming the CBRAM to a lower LRS level increases the 
programming current and hence the power consumed increases. All simulations are 
performed using the non- volatile flip-flop of Fig. 5.3(b) (FF II). Based on above results, it 
can be seen that even for low HRS to LRS ratios of around 10 while taking into account 
CBRAM resistance variability,  reliable read operation at sub-threshold supply voltages (≈ 
250 mV) can still be possible, while also consuming only 372 fJ during write operation. 
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Fig. 5.9 Simulated total energy consumption vs. VDD during normal data sensing, 
precharge, read and write phases for write operations performed for different LRS values. 
Inset shows dependence of energy consumption during write operation for different LRS 
levels. 
 
While the proposed non-volatile flip-flop has no leakage power consumption in contrast 
to conventional low-leakage CMOS-based designs, it consumes additional energy during 
the read-write cycle before and after the sleep period. Fig. 5.10 compares the leakage 
energy dissipated over time in a custom designed low leakage CMOS latch [88] with the 
total energy dissipated during each read-write cycle of the proposed non- volatile flip-flop 
(FF II) at VDD =0.4 V for different LRS levels. A minimum sleep period duration for the 
proposed design to be more energy efficient can then be obtained for each LRS. Thus, for 
example the non-volatile flip-flop becomes more energy efficient for a sleep period greater 
than 500 ms for a LRS of 150 KΩ during each write. Inset of Fig. 5.10 compares the total 
energy consumption of earlier reported design [81] with the design proposed here for two 
separate VDD values, 0.8 V and 0.4 V. 
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Fig.5.10 Estimation of minimum sleep period in order for proposed non-volatile flip-flop 
to be more energy efficient than a custom low leakage CMOS latch (black) [88]. Inset plot 
compares the total energy consumed for the proposed design (black) and non-volatile flip 
flop from [81] (red) for VDD= 0.8 V and VDD = 0.4 V. 
 
5.4 Application for Reconfigurable Threshold Logic Computation 
In this chapter, a non-volatile sense amplifier flip-flop design was proposed for ultra-
low power applications that will utilize CBRAM resistive memory devices to store data 
during inactive period in absence of power supply, and then restore the data to the flip flop 
outputs when system resumes operation. Two flip-flop topologies with different data 
restore (read) circuits were presented and compared for robustness in noise margin. A 
Verilog-A compact model that fits experimental CBRAM switching behavior was 
presented and used to perform simulations for functionality, energy and reliability analysis 
of the proposed design. Since CBRAMs offer multi-level low resistance state (LRS) 
programmability, the effect of the choice of the LRS on the energy consumption and 
reliability of operation was investigated. It was concluded that even a sub-nominal HRS to 
LRS ratio of 10 can be sufficient to ensure reliable ultra-low voltage read operation at 250 
mV power supply which is lower than previously reported non-volatile designs employing 
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resistive memory devices. The design proposed in this thesis has a number of advantages 
which can be summarized as follows. Firstly, the sense amplifier based design offers 
improvements in area and speed over previous master-slave latch based designs. Secondly, 
the proposed read circuit in this work (FF II) offers improved static noise margin and 
reliability in presence of process variations which may cause failure, especially at lower 
voltage supplies (VDD). An additional factor in improving read reliability is the much 
wider sense margin of the CBRAM devices used here, compared to other resistive memory 
devices considered in previous works.  
The proposed sense amplifier based design can be extended in future for computing 
applications as well. As an example, we consider threshold logic functions which are a 
subset of Boolean logic functions (e.g. NOR, NAND) that can be computed by comparing 
a weighted sum of the logic inputs against a threshold value T [89]. The following 
inequality defines an n- input threshold logic function f,  
𝑓(𝑥1, 𝑥2 … 𝑥𝑛) = {
    0,   𝑖𝑓 ∑ 𝑤𝑖. 𝑥𝑖 
𝑛
𝑖=1 <  𝑇,
 1,   𝑖𝑓 ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑥𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 ≥ 𝑇,
                          (5.1) 
where wi represents the weight associated with input xi. Such an implementation can enable 
more efficient computation of complex logic functions, reducing area and power 
consumption compared to traditional static CMOS designs [90].  
Although a number of different physical implementation approaches have been used to 
realize threshold logic functions in hardware, the most popular implementations use a 
differential sense amplifier to compute and compare the two sides of the inequality of (5.1) 
for a given threshold function, as differential implementations remove static power 
dissipation and can quickly sense small differences in voltages or currents.  The general 
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concept of a differential threshold logic gate [90] is shown in Fig. 5.11. It consists of the 
differential sense amplifier connected on each side to two banks of parallel transistors 
which receive the logic inputs of the threshold function. These sets of parallel transistors 
are thus commonly termed input network. Since a sense amplifier circuit cannot distinguish 
between two equal quantities, the inequality of (5.1) needs to be modified to remove the 
equality condition for physical implementation. Moreover, the number n should also be an 
odd integer and not even to prevent equality. Depending on the value of the logic inputs 
(i.e. high or low), one side of the input network will offer a lower impedance path for 
discharge to the sense amplifier output nodes than the other when clock (CLK) is high Thus 
in Fig. 5.11 if total resistance of the left hand side of input network transistors (RLHS) is less 
than that of the right hand side of the network (RRHS), node Nx will be able to discharge 
faster than node Ny and prevent latter from discharging to ground, and as a result output f 
will go high while 𝑓 ̅stays low. In the reverse case, 𝑓 ̅goes high and f stays low. Hence the 
threshold function output and its complement will hence be generated by the differential 
sense amplifier. The respective weights (wi) of the inputs are implemented as the sizes of 
the transistors of the input network i.e. wi ∝ (W/L)i , i = 1,..., 2n. The greater the value of 
n, the more are the number of complex functions that can be implemented, but reliability 
also degrades with higher n. 
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Fig.5.11 A general threshold logic gate architecture with sense amplifier to detect 
difference in impedance between two sets of input transistors (N1-Nn and Nn+1-N2n) referred 
to as input network. 
 
Despite their advantages over static CMOS logic implementations such as more power 
and area efficient implementations of complex multi-input functions, CMOS based 
threshold logic gates are vulnerable to process variations and mismatch between transistors 
which can severely affect reliability of operation in practical hardware implementations, 
especially in modern processes with the scaling down of device sizes. Alternative 
implementations employing the programmable resistance of emerging resistive memory 
devices such as CBRAM as reconfigurable non-volatile weights can potentially lead to 
lower power computation. For this purpose, the sense amplifier based design with two 
CBRAMs described earlier can potentially be extended to design a multi-input threshold 
logic gate in which each logic input is associated with a CBRAM device. Perhaps more 
importantly, such hybrid implementations can potentially be more reliable, as a larger 
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difference in impedance can be achieved due to higher resistance levels of such devices 
(LRS levels reaching upto 100 KΩ or more) compared to the on resistances of modern 
MOSFETs (only a few KΩs). This is because larger differences in impedance can make 
the sensing operation more robust (larger difference in charging/discharging delay between 
differential branches) and help mask CMOS mismatches and variations more effectively. 
Lastly, using these devices as reconfigurable non-volatile weights can enable using 
minimum size transistors in the input network (since the input weights can be implemented 
using the programmable CBRAM resistance instead of the input transistor widths) , thus 
reducing planar CMOS footprint, as these devices can be fabricated as vertical stacks above 
the CMOS layer. Fig. 5.12 shows a possible implementation of such a hybrid threshold 
logic gate architecture based on the threshold logic latch (TLL) architecture proposed in 
[90]. The Clock (clk) input in this circuit is used to program the CBRAM weights to the 
desired LRS levels first. Different LRS levels in each CBRAM can be implemented by 
either controlling the gate voltage (x1, x2,… x2n) amplitude of the respective input network 
transistor or by controlling the applied pulse widths, based on the multi-level CBRAM 
programming behavior discussed in previous chapters. Once the CBRAM devices are 
programmed based on the threshold function to be implemented, logic evaluation can be 
performed by applying short pulses at the clock input during each evaluation cycle similar 
to the original TLL architecture. Thus in such an architecture, the input weights are 
implemented by the programmed LRS of each associated CBRAM device i.e. weight wi ∝ 
1/(LRS)i , i = 1,..., 2n. 
The Program input remains high during CBRAM programming step, so as to turn on 
precharge PMOS devices and ensure both the complementary outputs remain at 0. During 
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evaluation cycle, Program is set low to enable discharging of the output inverter input 
nodes through the pull down NMOS transistors (ND1 or ND2). Depending on the applied 
logic inputs and the programmed CBRAM resistances, one of ND1 or ND2 will turn on 
before the other one and hence one of the outputs Out or  𝑂𝑢𝑡̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ will go high and the other 
will stay low, thus performing the weighted sum computation. The reset input is set to 
ground during programming and evaluation but can be set high to erase the programmed 
CBRAMs before implementing a new function. 
 
Fig. 5.12. Circuit implementation of an N-input reconfigurable threshold logic gate using 
CBRAMs as programmable weights. Two phases of operation exist - precharge and 
evaluation, similar to the flip-flop design proposed in this work. The CBRAMs are 
programmed to different LRS values to implement input weights. 
 
The signal assignment in the input transistor network is an important factor in 
determining performance of the threshold logic gate. As mentioned earlier, the equality 
condition in (5.1) cannot be implemented in physical hardware since the sense amplifier 
cannot distinguish if both sides have the same impedance for any given input pattern. Also, 
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the threshold and weight values should preferably be integers for ease of implementation 
of CBRAM resistances. Hence for a given function, the equality condition has to be 
removed by mathematical manipulation of the threshold and weight values. As an example 
of signal assignment, let us consider the three input majority threshold function
cabcabf  , which is the three input majority function, which is true if two or more 
of its inputs are true. For more complex threshold functions, such signal assignments can 
be performed by logic synthesis tools for design automation. Moreover there is no one 
unique signal assignment for a given threshold function. The corresponding inequality 
condition for the three input majority function can be derived from its truth table, as shown 
in Table 5.1 and is given by, 
𝑓(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) = {
 0,   𝑖𝑓 𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐 <  2,
 1,   𝑖𝑓 𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐 ≥ 2 
   .                                (5.2) 
In order to remove the equality condition for physical implementation, we can simply 
set the threshold value to 1.5 instead of 2 and then multiply both sides by a factor of 2 to 
make the threshold value an integer (i.e. 3), as shown below, 
𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐 ≥ 2                                                    (5.3.1) 
 2𝑎 + 2𝑏 + 2𝑐 > 1.5                                             (5.3.2) 
 2𝑎 + 2𝑏 + 2𝑐 > 3                                                (5.3.3) 
Since it is desirable to have same number of devices on each side of the input network so 
as to minimize mismatch [90], the above inequality can be modified to have the same 
number of terms (5) on each side as shown below, 
𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐 > (1 − 𝑎) + (1 − 𝑏) + (1 − 𝑐)  ,                       (5.4.1) 
 𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐 > ?̅? + ?̅? + 𝑐̅                                        (5.4.2) 
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TABLE 5.1 Truth Table For Threshold Function f = ab + bc + ca 
a b c f(a, b, c) 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 
 
The above function representation can be implemented with 3 CBRAM devices on each 
side of input network of Fig. 5.12, along with their respective input NMOS transistors. If 
the minimum weight of 1 is represented by a CBRAM LRS of 60 KΩ, then since each 
input or it’s complement has a weight of 1, CBRAM devices for each input should be 
programmed to the maximum LRS of 60 KΩ chosen for the design. The choice of the 
maximum LRS will depend on various design considerations such as operating voltage and 
resistance switching properties of the integrated CBRAM devices. For weights greater than 
1, the corresponding CBRAM needs to be programmed to a corresponding lower value. 
Thus to implement an input weight of 3, the CBRAM should be programmed to 20 KΩ for 
a maximum LRS of 60 KΩ. A well-defined CBRAM multi-level switching behavior will 
thus be needed for designing robust hybrid threshold logic gates, which seems feasible 
based on current progress of the technology. 
Fig. 5.13 shows the simulation results using the above mentioned LRS values to 
demonstrate the correct evaluation of outputs for the function  f = ab + bc + ca  for different 
input combinations. Here output Out represents f, while output 𝑂𝑢𝑡̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ represents the 
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compliment of f i.e. 𝑎𝑏 + 𝑏𝑐 +  𝑐𝑎̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅.  It should be noted here that there can be many 
possible signal assignments for a given threshold function. 
 
Fig. 5.13 Transient simulation showing input, output and control signals of the hybrid 
threshold logic gate of Fig. 5.12 during evaluation operation for the threshold function f = 
ab + bc + ca. The circuit evaluates every time clock (Clk) is high and Prog is low. Both f 
and its complement is implemented here at Out and Out respectively by programming 
the resistance of all the CBRAM devices to 60 KΩ (corresponding to a weight of 1 in 
(5.4.2), which is chosen as the maximum LRS level. 
The critical case for assessing reliability of the differential threshold logic gate 
architecture discussed here occurs when the two sides of input network differ by a weight 
of unity. Thus in a 3input gate, the critical case corresponds to two inputs being high in one 
side and one input being high in the other side, and can be referred to as the [2:1] case. Fig. 
5.14 shows a comparison of the number of failures in evaluating the correct outputs of a 5 
input majority gate threshold function for the CMOS implementation (from Fig. 5.11) and 
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for the hybrid implementation (from Fig. 5.12). For worst case analysis, only the critical 
case [3:2] is simulated i.e. when 3 inputs are high on one side vs. two inputs being high on 
the other side. It can be seen from the figure that as VDD is lowered, the CMOS design 
begins to fail earlier and more often than the hybrid design for 1000 Monte-Carlo 
simulations. 
 
Fig.5.14 Monte-Carlo Simulation comparing the number of failures (incorrect evaluations) 
occurring in a CMOS only implementation vs. those occurring in a hybrid implementation 
of a 5 input majority logic function as power supply (VDD) is lowered. CMOS design is 
found to fail at higher values of VDD than the hybrid implementation. 
 
Despite the potential benefits of the hybrid threshold logic gate implementation over the 
traditional CMOS implementation, the following issues need careful consideration for 
ensuring feasibility of using such implementations. 
1) Such logic computation would require well-controlled multi-level programmability in 
BEOL CBRAM devices. The number of LRS levels would determine the complexity of 
functions that can be implemented reliably. 
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2) Careful analysis and modification of CBRAM parameters such as switching voltage 
threshold will be necessary, as the operating voltage during evaluation should be below the 
switching threshold (1.2- 1.4 V for pulse voltages) of CBRAM devices to avoid disturbing 
their programmed states 
3) The CBRAM programming approach may requires further investigation to determine 
whether the optimal programming method lies with controlling the gate voltage amplitude 
during programming or a series of voltage pulses to gradually set the LRS.  
4) Finally, the overhead of multi-level programming control circuitry (dependent on (3)) 
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CHAPTER 6 
 SPIKE TIMING DEPENDENT PLASTICITY IN CBRAM DEVICES 
6.1 Neuromorphic computing: Overview 
Modern day computing systems are almost exclusively based on the Von Neumann 
computing paradigm. The key features of the Von Neumann computing architecture are 
sequential operation driven by a high speed clock and separation of memory and computing 
elements. The continuous scaling down of MOSFETs which has aided the popularity of 
this architecture by lowering costs while delivering more and more complex functionality 
is currently approaching its scaling limit, whereby quantum mechanics may begin to affect 
MOSFET performance and the performance benefit to scaling (Moore’s law) may well 
reach saturation [91]. Moreover, the speed of memory access has not grown in proportion 
with the increase in efficiency of the computing unit, which leads to the well-known 
memory bottleneck problem [92]. Currently the additional latency due to memory access 
is compensated for with architectural modifications such as hierarchical memory system 
with larger on-chip cache memories and multi- core architectures among others. However, 
this leads to increased power consumption and also does not ensure increase in computing 
performance with scaling beyond the immediate future. The other concern is with the 
increased variability and lower reliability in smaller devices which can also limit 
performance scaling [93]. These concerns have led to renewed interest in the field of 
neuromorphic computing which aims to explore new computing paradigms by designing 
processor architectures that closely mimic biological neural networks [94]-[96].  
Interest in neuromorphic computing goes back to early 1950’s when Hodgkin and 
Huxley proposed the first model of a spiking neuron [97]. Since 1980s, interest in 
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developing electronic hardware inspired by biological neural networks increased following 
pioneering research by Carver Mead and others [98]. The human brain is the most complex 
example of a neuro-biological network which can process various kinds of sensory 
information in real time, performing computation intensive operations such as pattern 
recognition and image processing at a fraction of the power that would be consumed by 
state of the art processor chips. Moreover, the brain has the ability to learn and produce 
appropriate response by adapting to new information and unfamiliar patterns, unlike the 
fixed instruction set computers work from. While the Von Neumann architecture uses 
sequential linear processing, the brain is a massively parallel network of billions of 
elementary processing units called neurons. This parallel architecture has been shown to 
be much more tolerant to variations and defects than traditional Von-Neumann architecture 
[99]. Each neuron of such an architecture may be connected to thousands of other neurons 
via conductive pathways called synapses which are regulated based on the interaction 
between the neurons. The biological ability to regulate the strength of the synaptic 
connections between neurons is known as ‘synaptic plasticity’ and this is what enables 
brain to learn and perform complex tasks such audio-visual pattern recognition. The 
neurons remain inactive until they need to process sensory information unlike digital logic 
where nodes remain tied to a power supply voltage [100]. The low power consumption in 
brain is believed to be due to this event-driven analog computation in complete contrast to 
the clock-driven digital computation in computer processors. Another factor contributing 
to low power consumption and fast signal processing capability of brain is the co-existence 
of processing elements and memory unlike the Von-Neumann architecture. The synaptic 
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connections behave similar to non-volatile memory i.e. they retain their state unless 
modified by new neuronal interactions.  
6.2 Synaptic Plasticity in Neural Networks 
Fig. 6.1(a) shows the conceptual view of the elementary computation unit of an artificial 
neural network:  the perceptron which computes a weighted sum of all its inputs (inputs x1, 
x2… xm and their respective weights w1, w2… wm in figure) and compares the result to a 
threshold value to produce a high or low output. The biological counterpart of perceptron 
is the neuron, as shown in Fig. 6.1(b), consisting of a bulbous cell body (soma) containing 
the cell nucleus, a set of filamentary outgrowths originating from the cell body in a 
branched fashion called dendrites and a single long branched filament called the axon. The 
axon serves as the output of the neuron propagating sensory information to other neurons, 
while the dendrites act as receivers of sensory information from axons of other neurons via 
ion-conducting pathways called synapses. Neurons maintain a voltage across its membrane 
(referred to as membrane potential), resulting from difference in concentration of various 
ions such as sodium, potassium, chloride and calcium within the cell. This membrane 
voltage can change from its resting value while receiving signals from other neurons via 
dendrites through the synaptic connections. If this potential increases significantly (i.e 
above a threshold value), then a temporary voltage spike (known as action potential) is 
generated within the neuron, which then travels along the axon and is transmitted to other 
neurons via the respective synaptic pathways. This process is often referred to as ‘firing’ 
of a neuron. Thus the synapses are analogous to the input weights of a perceptron. The 
action potential releases chemical compounds known as neurotransmitters that travel 
through synaptic pathways, get bound to chemical receptors in dendrites of connecting 
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neurons and modify the cell membrane permeability of these neurons, allowing influx of 
various ions (sodium, potassium, chloride and calcium). This leads to change in membrane 
potentials of all the neurons connected to the original firing neuron and the same process 
of generation of electrical action potentials is repeated. Through this process of electro-
chemical signal transmission, the strength of synaptic connections between neurons gets 
modified based on their respective temporal spike generation patterns, i.e., more or less 
ion-conducting channels are opened or closed between the neurons. This change in synaptic 
strength is the basis of synaptic plasticity. 
 
Fig. 6.1. (a) Schematic view of a perceptron, which forms the elementary unit of an 
artificial neural network. (b) Schematic of the biological counterpart of perceptron - a 
neuron with its dendrites being analogous to perceptron inputs, synapses being analogous 
to input weights and axon being analogous to perceptron output. 
 
6.3 Spike Timing Dependent Plasticity (STDP) of Synapses  
The dependency of synaptic plasticity on neuronal spike patterns has been observed 
extensively in biological neural networks and forms the basis of the learning process called 
spike timing dependent plasticity observed in biological neural networks, which will be 
discussed next. In 1949, Hebb proposed a learning rule to explain the adaptive nature of 
biological neural networks [101]. The Hebbian learning rule states that,  
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“When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B and repeatedly or persistently 
takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic change takes place in one or both 
cells such that A's efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased.” 
For practical implementations, the Hebbian rule can be interpreted as follows:  the 
strength of synaptic connection between two neurons will increase if the spiking of neuron 
before the synapse (referred to as pre-synaptic neuron) leads to subsequent spiking of the 
neuron after the synapse (referred to as post-synaptic neuron) and will decrease if post-
synaptic neuron spike occurs before the pre-synaptic neuron spike. In this way if a pre-
synaptic neuron keeps contributing to spiking of the post-synaptic neuron, then that 
synaptic connection will keep on strengthening (known as long term potentiation or LTP) 
and if the pre-synaptic neuron remains unable to cause post-synaptic neuron to spike and 
the latter keeps firing before the former, then the synaptic connection weakens over time 
(known as long term depression or LTD). Spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP) [102]-
[104] is a neuronal learning mechanism that follows from this Hebbian rule with the added 
emphasis on a temporal ‘learning window’, which is a period of time within which the pre 
and post-synaptic neurons need to fire in order for synaptic strength modification to 
happen. If the relative timing difference of pre and post neuron spikes exceed this timing 
window duration, synaptic strength remains unchanged. Whereas synaptic plasticity is 
based on based on relative spiking frequencies of connecting neurons according to the 
classical Hebbian rule, it is based on precise temporal relationship between spiking of 
neurons. To summarize, based on the STDP rule, the synaptic strength can change 
gradually.  Every time pre-neuron spikes before the post-neuron, their synaptic connection 
strength increases and every time the post-neuron spikes before the pre-neuron, the 
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synaptic connection strength decreases, provided that the spikes occur within a certain time 
period of one another. The time difference between the neuron spiking events also 
determines the amount of change in synaptic strength. Synaptic plasticity can therefore be 
expressed as a complex function of the time difference between spiking events. 
Physiological evidence of STDP has been reported by several researchers in neuroscience 
[105] and it is now recognized as a major learning mechanism in biological neural networks 
[106].  
Fig. 6.2(a), reproduced from [107] shows a schematic of a synaptic pathway connecting 
a pre-synaptic and post-synaptic neuron. Although the exact shape of a neuron spike can 
vary for different types of neurons, in general such spikes are characterized by a sharp rise 
to a peak positive amplitude, followed by an abrupt transition to a peak negative amplitude 
and then a more gradual return to resting potential before the spike, as shown in Fig. 6.2(b). 
The synaptic strength (or weight) update function for STDP is typically denoted by the 
function ξ (ΔT), ΔT being the time difference in spiking of pre-synaptic neuron and post-
synaptic neuron. Based on the experimentally obtained data for biological STDP rule for 
synaptic plasticity shown in Fig. 6.2(c), ξ (ΔT) has been mathematically modeled with the 











,             𝑖𝑓 𝛥𝑇 =  𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 −  𝑡𝑝𝑟𝑒 < 0,
                         (6.1) 
where tpost and tpre are the time instants of occurrence of the post-synaptic and pre-synaptic 
neuron spikes respectively. 
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Fig. 6.2. (a) Two neurons connected via a synaptic pathway form the fundamental 
computational block of biological neural networks, reproduced from [107]. (b) A general 
shape of neuron spike (action potential) modeled from [107]. (c) Experimental data (points) 
for biological STDP learning function [107] and corresponding analytical approximation 
(solid line). 
 
6.4 Resistive Memory as Electronic Synapses: Previous Work  
The shortcomings of traditional silicon neuromorphic hardware implementations [108] 
such as large area and power consumption can be potentially overcome by using emerging 
resistive memory devices as electronic synapses along with silicon spiking neuron circuits 
[109]. For such a hybrid architecture to work, each synaptic element, i.e., each ReRAM 
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device should possess analog resistance change capability instead of only binary resistance 
switching. Various types of emerging ReRAM devices have been investigated for such 
incremental resistance switching capability. Metal Oxide based RRAM, [109]-[111] Ag/ 
amorphous Si based [112], TiO2 based [113], and Amorphous InGaZnO based memristive 
nanodevices [114], as well as phase change memory (PCM) devices [115] have been 
investigated for gradual resistance change behavior. However almost all such results were 
obtained from standalone devices either without any interaction with CMOS circuits or 
used a simplified version of the STDP. Although previously shown in [45], the possibility 
of incremental resistance programming was demonstrated for Ag/chalcogenide based 
CBRAM devices, such devices have not been explored for analog STDP based learning 
capability. A recent work proposed the possibility of implementing a stochastic version of 
the STDP rule by exploiting the binary resistance switching probability of CBRAM devices 
under weak programming conditions [116]. However this work did not explore the analog 
STDP characteristics of CBRAM devices and no post-silicon results were presented. In 
this chapter, compact model simulation results as well as experimental post-silicon results 
from CBRAM device integrated with CMOS spiking neuron circuits are presented that 
demonstrate potential for analog STDP characteristics in CBRAM memory for the first 
time.  
6.5 STDP & Associative Memory Simulation 
As discussed previously, CBRAM devices undergo an abrupt resistance transition from 
a HRS typically in the MΩ range to a LRS in the tens of KΩ range, due to the formation 
of a filament bridging the anode and cathode. However once in the LRS, the filament size 
can be controlled with depending on the bias conditions such as magnitude and duration of 
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voltage across the device or the current allowed through the device. This leads to presence 
of multiple LRS levels and possibility of incremental change in resistance once the device 
is in LRS as shown experimentally in previous work [45] and presented in Chapter 2. Thus 
in order to demonstrate STDP based learning, a CBRAM device in LRS can be well-suited. 
Based on the simulation results for compact model presented earlier in Chapter 3, the 
timing difference in arrival of pre and post neuron spikes can generate voltage differences 
of varying magnitudes and durations across the CBRAM device in LRS, which determines 
the change in filament dimension and hence the amount of deviation from initial LRS level. 
If the two spikes are generated too far apart in time, then the voltage generated across the 
device will be too small to cause any resistance change. This behavior is ideal for 
implementing the STDP rule which also requires spikes to be generated within a ‘timing 
window’ outside of which little or no change in synaptic plasticity occurs. Thus the 
CBRAM compact model used earlier can be used to simulate the expected STDP behavior.  
The compact model is first programmed to a LRS value and then subjected to voltage 
spikes at anode and cathode to mimic spikes generated by post-synaptic neuron and pre-
synaptic neuron respectively, as shown in the inset of Fig. 6.3. We can define the relative 
timing difference in arrival of the two spikes as the parameter ΔT used in equation 6.1 as 
ΔT = post neuron spike arrival time – pre neuron spike arrival time. If the post-synaptic 
neuron spikes before the pre-synaptic neuron (ΔT < 0), then a net negative voltage will be 
applied across the CBRAM which can cause its initial LRS to increase (i.e. its conductance 
decreases) and if ΔT > 0, then the CBRAM will see a positive voltage across it and its initial 
LRS can further decrease (i.e., its conductance increases). It should be noted that neuron 
spike magnitudes should be chosen such that spiking by only one of the neurons is not 
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sufficient to exceed the switching threshold and alter the CBRAM conductance 
significantly. To express the experimentally observed CBRAM STDP behavior, a the 
relative conductance change ΔG can be defined in terms of CBRAM conductance after 
application of pre and post neuron spikes (Gpost) and the initial programmed conductance 
(Ginitial) as,  
 𝛥𝐺 =  
𝐺𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 
𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙
 .                                      (6.2) 
Fig. 6.3 plots the simulated percentage values of ΔG vs. after application of each set of 
pre and post spikes for a set of different LRS values (50 KΩ, 25 KΩ and 10 KΩ). It can be 
seen that the conductance change follows the biological STDP rule. For positive and 
negative ΔT values within a certain range, the two neuron spikes overlap sufficiently to 
increase or decrease the CBRAM conductance (known as long term potentiation (LTP) or 
long term depression (LTD) respectively). For high values of ΔT in both positive and 
negative direction, the two spikes do not overlap sufficiently to create enough voltage drop 
to affect the conductance, which is desirable for mimicking the biological STDP rule. 
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Fig. 6.3. Simulated STDP behavior with CBRAM compact model plotting percentage 
change in conductance vs. relative spike timing difference for three different initial LRS 
values. 
 
A three neuron network was also simulated in Spectre using the CBRAM compact 
model to demonstrate an example of the associative learning behavior observed in 
biological neural networks. As shown in Fig. 6.4, this network consists of two input 
neurons (N1 and N2) connected to an output neuron (N3) through their respective CBRAM 
synapses (S1 and S2). The neuron blocks are based on the leaky integrate-and-fire neuron 
model. For simulation, CBRAM synapses S1 and S2 are first set to LRS levels of 18 KΩ 
and 31 KΩ respectively. This is followed by application of spikes from the neurons to S1 
and S2. From the simulation results shown in Fig. 6.5, it can be seen that spiking of only 
N1 neuron causes the output neuron Nout to also fire. This causes a sufficient positive bias 
across S1 so as to further decrease its resistance. However when only N2 neuron fires later 
(at 75 µs), it is unable to cause output neuron spike due to much higher resistance of its 
synapse S2. But if both N1 and N2 fire simultaneously (as at 125 µs), then Nout spikes again 
(due to N1) and this generates sufficient voltage across S2 so as to decrease its resistance 
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significantly through STDP rule. Subsequently, when only N2 neuron fires (at 155 µs), it is 
now able to cause Nout to fire as well. This example demonstrates an example of associative 
learning, i.e., how an unconditioned stimulus (Neuron N2 spike) can produce a response 
(output neuron spike) by being associated with a conditioned stimulus (Neuron N1 spike). 
These simulation results indicate CBRAM devices may be suitable for use as electronic 
synapses. 
 




Fig. 6.5 Transient simulation results of the network of Fig. 6.4 showing how modification 
of CBRAM resistances based on input and output spike timing can be used for associative 
learning. 
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6.6 Neuron Hardware Implementation  
Since there are many different types of biological neurons, there are many different 
ways to implement neuron circuits in silicon [117], [118]. In general digital neuron 
implementations tend to consume more power due to need for adders and multipliers 
compared to analog neuron implementations. The leaky integrate and fire (I & F) model 
based on the original Axon-Hillock neuron circuit proposed by Mead [119] is an example 
of a time-dependent neuron where the membrane potential increases due to integration of 
the input current onto a capacitor (referred to as the membrane capacitor). Once the 
membrane potential reaches a threshold of a comparator (in its simplest form an inverter), 
it causes comparator output to go high which in turn initiates the discharge of the membrane 
potential and this process continues in time. Such a model can be implemented using analog 
circuit design techniques and is well-suited to mimicking biological spiking neurons for 
asynchronous event based computation. The specific leaky I & F circuit used in this work 
for CBRAM STDP demonstration is based on the neuron design proposed in [120] was 
designed in a 0.6 µm process. Fig. 6.6(a) shows the transistor level schematic of the neuron 
circuit.  When the Enable (En) input to PMOS P2 is high, the neuron receives no input and 
it’s membrane voltage (Vmem in Fig. 6.6(a)) remains at resting potential. When En is turned 
low, charge is injected into membrane capacitor Cmem. This causes Vmem to increase over 
time, until it exceeds the comparator threshold Vth, which causes the comparator output to 
go high. Output voltage of the second inverter (Vout) also rises and eventually turns on N2, 
thereby initiating discharge of Cmem. Eventually Vmem goes below Vth and returns to its 
initial resting potential. The advantage of this circuit is the ability to control the threshold 
voltage (Vth) and also the membrane leakage current (through the Vleak bias input). The 
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comparator is chosen to be a compact five-transistor transconductance amplifier as shown 
in Fig. 6.6(b). Bias voltages for the neuron circuit (Vbp and Vbn) are generated using a 
constant gm–bias circuit, also shown in Fig. 6.6(b). For the purpose of generating a voltage 
spike of sufficient magnitude to change the CBRAM state, a power supply voltage of 3.6 
V was used. Since CBRAM write speeds can be less than 1 MHz, the membrane 
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Fig. 6.6 (a) Leaky integrate and fire CMOS neuron circuit based on [120] used in this work. 
(b) Sub-blocks used for the neuron circuit - a transconductance amplifier for the comparator 
(left) and a constant-gm bias circuit to generate the necessary voltage bias levels (right). 
 
6.7 Silicon Neuron Post-Processing for CBRAM Synapse Integration 
The CBRAM devices were fabricated as a vertical stack (Ag/ Ge0.3Se0.7) on top of metal 
pads on the die containing the CMOS neuron circuits at Arizona State University. As such 
the area of each device was same as the area of the pads, 30 µm x 30 µm. For each CBRAM 
device, a 100nm layer of chalcogenide glass (Ge0.3Se0.7) was first deposited by thermal 
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evaporation. A 400 nm Ag layer was then deposited also by thermal evaporation over the 
Ge0.3Se0.7 layer. Chalcogenide layer is then photo-doped with Ag by exposure to ultraviolet 
light for 20 minutes, in a similar way to other fabricated test devices used in this work. 
Another 100 nm layer of Ag is then deposited by thermal evaporation. Finally, a 1 micron 
layer of aluminum and 1 Additional 1 µm thick layers of Aluminum and Copper were 
deposited on top of Ag anode as contact for probing. Fig. 6.7(a) shows a micro-photograph 
of the top view of the die after post-processing and wire-bonding and Fig. 6.7(b) shows a 
schematic cross-section of the BEOL on-chip CBRAM device fabricated during post—
processing. 
 
Fig. 6.7. (a) Micro-Photograph of wire-bonded die after post-processing containing CMOS 
neurons and BEOL fabricated CBRAM devices. (b) Schematic of BEOL on-chip CBRAM 
cross-section. 
 
6.8 Post-Silicon Validation & On-Chip STDP Demonstration 
In order to demonstrate on-chip STDP learning behavior in CBRAM devices, two of 
the fabricated CMOS neurons (from Fig. 6.6(a)) are connected via a BEOL CBRAM 
device. The detailed test setup is shown in Fig. 6.8 below. The neuron circuit connected to 
the CBRAM cathode is referred to as the pre-synaptic neuron while the one connected to 
the CBRAM anode is referred to as the post-synaptic neuron, similar to Fig. 6.3 earlier. 
Hence, any spikes generated at the membrane potential nodes (Vmem,pre and Vmem,post) of the 
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two neurons will be applied across the CBRAM device. The CBRAM cathode contact pad 
is internally connected in series to an on-chip access NMOS, which is used to program the 
CBRAM to a known LRS before spike generation and also to measure the change in 
CBRAM resistance after spiking event. As shown in the figure, an external switch is used 
to disconnect the CBRAM anode from the post-synaptic neuron membrane node during 
programming or reading so as to prevent any unwanted loading effect. Both the pre and 
post synaptic neurons have the same voltage bias and threshold voltage levels and hence 
produce identical spiking outputs. In order to demonstrate STDP learning, a relative timing 
difference (ΔT, as defined in section II) must be created between the pre and post neuron 
spikes arriving at the CBRAM terminals. For this purpose, enable inputs of the two neurons 
(Enable_pre and Enable_post in Fig. 6.8) are synchronized with a known phase difference 
by using a dual channel signal generator. Thus if one enable signal is delayed by a certain 
ΔT value  with respect to the other, then the neuron receiving the enable signal later will 
fire after a delay ΔT with respect to the other neuron. 
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Fig. 6.8. Test setup for STDP demonstration consisting of two on-chip CMOS neurons 
connected via a single CBRAM synapse (also fabricated on chip in BEOL processing). 
 
The STDP testing procedure used was as follows.  First, the CBRAM is programmed to 
LRS using the access NMOS by applying a positive voltage (1.4 V) at the anode. Then the 
programmed LRS is sensed by applying a small read voltage at the anode. The Prog input 
is then made low to turn off the access NMOS and the external switch is closed to connect 
the CBRAM anode to the post-synaptic membrane output. Now the two enable signals are 
asserted with a certain ΔT phase difference, which causes two neurons to spike at time 
interval ΔT. The external switch is opened and the CBRAM state is sensed to detect the 
resistance change. This procedure is repeated by changing the timing difference ΔT in steps 
of 0.5 µs starting from zero.  
Fig. 6.9 shows sample oscilloscope outputs of pre-synaptic and post-synaptic neuron 
spikes generated with a time delay (ΔT) of 1 µs using the test setup of Fig. 6.8. The 
experimentally observed percentage change in CBRAM conductance (ΔG) vs. ΔT for three 
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different LRS levels (10 KΩ, 5 KΩ and 1 KΩ) is shown for a spike width of 7 µs in Fig. 
6.10(a), and for a spike width of 15 µs in Fig. 6.10 (b). It can be observed that a peak 
conductance change of about 20% occurs for 7 µs spike width, whereas a larger peak 
conductance change of about 40 % for LTP and -30% for LTD occurs for 15 µs spike 
width. This is expected as a longer spike width will enable larger change in filament 
dimension. Finally, it can be noted here that in chapter 2, device level transient 
characterization results demonstrated that the CBRAM LRS changes gradually with the 
magnitude and duration of the voltage across it. The results in Fig. 6.10 demonstrates that 
such bias dependent incremental LRS programming of CBRM LRS can be extended to 
BEOL devices at a circuit level as well and shows that CBRAM devices can be viable 
candidates for electronic synapse implementations in neuromorphic hardware. 
 
Fig. 6.9. Sample spike output waveforms from on-chip pre and post neuron using the test 
setup of Fig.6.8. 
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Fig. 6.10. Experimentally measured STDP behavior with on-chip CBRAM device, 
showing change in CBRAM conductance vs. spike timing difference, with pre and post 
neuron spike widths of (a) 7 µs and (b) 15 µs. Three different initial LRS values are used 
to exploit the multi-level programmability in CBRAM device. 
 
6.9 Conclusions & Future Work 
In this chapter we investigated analog spike timing dependent plasticity based learning 
in CBRAM resistive memory devices for neuromorphic applications. CMOS circuits for a 
leaky integrate and fire neuron with adjustable output spike characteristics were designed 
and fabricated. CBRAM devices were then fabricated on top of the CMOS layer of the die 
in back end of line post-processing. Experimental results obtained from the post-processed 
die demonstrated for the first time STDP based analog resistance change behavior in 
CBRAM devices that follows the biological STDP learning function. Effect of different 
factors such as initial programmed resistance level and neuron spike width are also 
presented through the experimental results. This property makes the CBRAM devices well-
suited for use as low power nanoscale electronic synapses for neuromorphic applications. 
Since the feasibility of on-chip STDP learning is shown with these results, in the future 
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larger arrays of silicon neurons connected via BEOL CBRAM synapses can be fabricated 
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CHAPTER 7 
 SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 
Conductive bridge resistive memory technology is still in its developmental phase and 
therefore understanding of its physical mechanisms and determination of its application 
areas remains a subject of research. In this work, both these aspects were explored in detail. 
Additionally, multi-level resistance switching, being one of the more promising and unique 
characteristics of CBRAM technology, formed the primary focus of the results regarding 
experimental characterization, compact modeling and circuit applications of CBRAM 
devices presented in this work. 
The key contributions of this work are summarized below: 
 Chapter 1 outlines the various types of emerging non-volatile memory 
technologies and presents a well-defined physical model of resistance switching 
behavior observed in CBRAM devices. 
 Chapter 2 presents experimental data obtained from electrical and material 
characterization of Silver-Chalcogenide glass based CBRAM devices fabricated 
at ASU. The small signal impedance measurement results are used to develop a 
RC equivalent circuit of CBRAM devices specifically with regard to the photo-
doping step performed on such devices which is critical for ensuring uniform 
resistance switching without the need for the electro-forming step. Data from 
quasi-static and transient characterization is also presented to demonstrate the 
ability to program CBRAM devices into multiple different on states. Although 
compliance current based multi-level programmability has been demonstrated 
previously, the results in this work demonstrate the possibility of the LRS 
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undergoing gradual increase or decrease based on the magnitude, duration and 
polarity of voltage bias applied across the device. This has promising 
implications for use of CBRAM technology in neuromorphic circuit 
applications. 
 Chapter 3 presents a CBRAM compact model developed in Verilog-a language 
based on the resistance switching model presented in chapter 1, that can be used 
to simulate the dynamic bias-dependent multi-level resistance programmable 
characteristics observed experimentally and can be used for circuit simulations. 
The model parameters can be adjusted to fit CBRAM devices composed of 
different materials. 
 Chapter 4 analyzes the susceptibility of CBRAM devices under bias within 
arrays to transient radiation in the form of single event effects through 
experimental heavy ion testing of 1T-1R CBRAM devices and compact model 
simulations. Although effect of total ionizing radiation has been explored 
previously for such devices, this work explores their susceptibility to transient 
single event effects and results obtained demonstrate the possibility of both HRS 
to LRS and LRS to HRS upsets occurring due to single event effects in access 
transistor of 1T-1R cells or in peripheral CMOS circuit in crossbar CBRAM 
arrays. 
 Chapter 5 presents a novel sense-amplifier based non-volatile flip-flop 
architecture using CBRAM devices to store flip-flop data during idle period to 
potentially completely eliminate leakage power consumption unlike traditional 
CMOS circuits. The tradeoffs involved between flip-flop energy efficiency and 
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reliability and the impact of the choice of CBRAM LRS levels on flip-flop 
performance are analyzed through compact model based circuit simulations. The 
extension of such an architecture to perform reconfigurable logic computation 
for a special class of Boolean logic functions known as threshold logic functions 
by exploiting the multi-level programmability of the CBRAM devices is also 
discussed. 
 Chapter 6 explores the potential use of the analog (gradual) resistance change 
capability shown by CBRAM devices in experimental data from chapter 2 for 
neuromorphic applications. BEOL fabricated CBRAM devices are shown to 
demonstrate resistance change behavior in accordance with the important 
neuromorphic learning rule known as spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP). 
Details of a test chip fabricated with CMOS spiking neuron circuits and BEOL 
CBRAM devices are discussed. Such experimental demonstration of biological 
STDP behavior in CBRAM technology for the first time shows the suitability of 
CBRAM devices for potential use as electronic synapses in complex hybrid 
neuromorphic computing architectures. 
In conclusion, it can be pointed out that although the physical mechanisms outlined and 
modeled here as well as the key circuit applications explored in this work focus on Silver-
Chalcogenide based CBRAM devices, the same concepts should also be broadly applicable 
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module cbram_model (an,ca); 
inout an,ca; 
electrical an, ca; 
 
//structure parameters 
parameter real rho_f = 5e-4; 
parameter real rho_e = 8e2; 
parameter real l = 60e-9; 
parameter real rcell = 2.5e-6; 
parameter real kb = 1.38e-23; 
parameter real kb1 = 8.617e-5; 




parameter real q = 1.602e-19; 
parameter real h0 = 10e-9; 
parameter real rmin = 0.1e-9; 
parameter real vh = 0.5; 
parameter real vr = 0.1; 
parameter real alpha = 0.4; 
parameter real beta = 0.25; 
parameter real beta1 = 0.22; 
parameter real ea = 0.46; 
parameter real c = 0.2; 
parameter real delta = 0; 
parameter real icomp = 1e-6; 
parameter real roff = 10e6; 
parameter real vwrite = 0.1; 
parameter real verase = -0.05; 
parameter real zecaf = 18.826e3; 
parameter real mag2se = 294.7; 
parameter real na = 6.022e23; 
parameter real rho_ag2se = 8.216; 
parameter real a = 240e-10; 
parameter real rth = 1e5; 
real h,vol,r,store,r_limit, wa,jhop,jhop_on,e,dhdt,drdt,rsf,rse,re,rf,r,m,n,sgn,state,    
       dh,dr,rd,t, vol; 
  
//set initial conditions  
analog begin@(initial_step) 
begin 
vol = 0; 
m = 0; 
i_dummy = 0; 
n = rmin; 
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dhdt = 0; 
drdt=0; 
state = 0; 
vol = 0; 
T = T0; 
end 
 
// filament growth rate calculation during write/read 
dhdt = vh*exp(-Ea/(Kb1*T))*sinh((alpha*q*(V(an,ca)))/(Kb*T)); 
        if (h == L) begin 
                drdt = vr*exp(-Ea/(Kb1*T))*sinh((beta*q*(V(an,ca)-delta))/(Kb*T)); 
                dr = drdt; 
                store = 1; 
                end 
        else begin 
                store = 0; 
                dh = dhdt; 
        end 
        end 
        if (I(an,ca) >= Icomp) begin 
                dr = 0; 
                dh = 0; 
       end 
 
// calculate filament dissolution rate during erase 
else if (V(an,ca) < Verase) begin 
        drdt = vr*exp(-Ea/(Kb1*T))*sinh((beta1*q*(V(an,ca)))/(Kb*T)); 
 if (r > rmin) begin 
       dr = drdt; 
  end 
 else begin 
 dr = 0; 
 dhdt = vh*exp(-Ea/(Kb1*T))*sinh((alpha*q*(V(an,ca)))/(Kb*T)); 
  if (h>h0) begin 
       dh = dhdt; 
 end 
 else begin 
 store = 0; 
 end 






        dhdt = 0; 
       drdt = 0; 
end 
 
//time integration of filament dimension parameters 
n = idt(dr,rmin); 
m = idt(dh,h0); 
 
Rse = ((rho_e*L)/(3.14*((rcell*rcell)- (r*r)))); //overall device resistace 
 
Rsf = ((rho_f*h + rho_e*(L-h))/(3.14*r*r)); // conductive filament resistance 
Rd = 1/((1/Rsf)+(1/Rse)); 
 
// set CBRAM resistance to LRS or HRS 
if(r >  rmin) begin 
R = Rd; 
end 
else begin 
//R = Roff; 
R = (rho_f*h0)/(3.14*rmin*rmin); 
end 
 
// signum function 
if (V(an,ca) >= 0)          
        begin 
               sgn = 1; 
         end 
else begin 
               sgn = -1; 
     end 
// set minimum and maximum bounds for filament height 
if (m >= L)  
      begin 
                 h=L; 
       end 
if (L > m > h0)  
      begin 
               h=m; 
       end 
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if (m <= h0) 
      begin 
               h = h0; 
      end 
 
if (v(an,ca) >= 0) begin 
sgn = 1; 
end 
else begin 
sgn = -1; 
end 
 
// set minimum bound for filament radius 
if (rmin < n)  
begin 
r = n; 
end 
if (n < rmin)begin 




//Set compliance current check 
if (V(an,ca)/R >= Icomp) 
        begin 
        I(an,ca) <+ Icomp; 
        vol = Icomp*R; 
        end 
 
else 
        begin 
        I(an,ca) <+ V(an,ca)/R; 
        vol = V(an,ca); 
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